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TUITION-FREE CONCEPT OF PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION

FINDINGS

1. The committee finds that, contrary to popular opinion in Califor-
nia, public higher education in this state is not free by any means at
the present time, and there is even serious doubt as to whether it is tui-
tion-free. This is true because the University of California and the
California State Colleges include in their incidental and materials and
services fees, charges for items normally thought to be of an "instruc-
tional" nature. Since tuition is defined as a charge designed to cover
the cost of instruction, to the extent that these so-called fees cover such
costs, they constitute a partial, although unacknowledged tuition.

2. In additiln to direct, out-of-pocket costs, we find that there are
substantial living and foregone earning costs involved in the attend-
ance at a California public institution of higher education.

3. Because of the heavy financial burdens involved in attending Cali-
fornia 's "free" colleges and university, we find that the upper and
middle income segments of the California population are represented
in attendance at the state university and colleges out of all proportion
to the representation from the lower income levels. In effect, we find
that California's "tuition free" policyas presently constituted sub-
sidizes the education of students able to pay for it but does nothing for
insuring a higher education opportunity for those students unable to
pay. In short, we find that the statements made in recent years by.many
public and university officials, that California's higher education sys-
tem assures equal opportunity to all, regardless of their financial abil-
ity, not to be based on fact.

4. The committee finds that resident student fees at California's pub-
lic institutions have increased sharply in recent years, and we suspect
that this is true in part because of fears on the part of higher educa-
tion officials that if this were not done, the Legislature would itself im-
pose a tuition charge.

5. We find that nonresident students at these public institutions are
charged a significant amount of tuition, which fairly represents the
cost of instruction, but that overly large numbers of them then have
this tuition waived. We believe that a small number of out-of-state tui-
tion waivers are reasonable, but not to the extent that such waivers be-
come numerous and thereby result in a lowering of educational qual-
ity, and state tax dollars available, for California resident students.

6. The committee finds that state scholarship funds are not nearly
numerous or generous enough to make more than a small dent in the
need for financial help to assist needy and able college students to con-
tinue their schooling. We further find that the need for subsistence
grantsin addition to present scholarship funds which may cover tui-
tion, fees and books onlyis pressing.

7. We find that far more intensive effort is needed on the part of
state government and the public institutions themselves to induce stu-

(9)
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10 ASSEMBLY INTERIM COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

1

dents from economically depressed environments who may have the
capability to succeed in college (even though they may not have the
necessary secondary school grades) to enroll in our public institutions.
The number of such students now enrolled in California higher educa-
tion is shockingly low, and these statistics indicate a tremendous loss
of talent to California and to the nation. We believe that the federal
government 's "Project Upward Bound," implemented under a less
well-known provision of the Economic Opportunity Act, marks a be-
ginning in recapturing some of this lost talent.

8. The committee finds that the concept of a moderate tuition charge
for California higher education lacks the dire consequences predicted
for it by many public officials and university and college leaders, and
may even have beneficial effects of evening out the socioeconomic dif-
ferences among students at the state's public colleges, provided that
sw,h a moderate tuition is combined with substantial increases in schol-
arship and subsistence funds available to needy students. In addition,
we believe that the concept of a moderate tuition, with all or a portion
to be waived depending upon student and/or family income, should be
closely studied.

However, because such a policy would have important implications for
occupational talentsthe supply of, and demand for, the skills pro-
duced through a higher educationin California and in the rest of the
nation, we suggest that much more serious and objective study is
needed before such a policy is adopted here.

9. The committee finds that a plan of deferred tuition, payable after
graduation on a varying basis dependent upon income of the graduate,
while attractive on its face, could create serious administrative prob-
lems for state government, and far more serious difficulties through a
possible upset of the balance of occupations and professions which grad-
uates might seek to enter.

10. Regardless of the merits of a moderate tuition charge, the com-
mittee finds that it would not produce the large new state revenues
which some of its advocates predict it would, particularly if it is com-
bined with increased scholarship funds and/or tuition waivers. We be-
lieve that henceforth tuition should not be looked upon primarily as a
revenue raiser, but rather as an equalizer in terms of educational op-
portunity.

--, k



RECOMMENDATIONS

The Committee Recommends That:
1. Because of the overriding and as yet unanswered questions of the

effect of a moderate tuition charge on the mix of occupational skills
produced by a higher education, together with unsolved problems of the
effect upon supply and demand of certain essential professions, which
have greatly varying income expectations (such as teachers, medical
doctors, public health specialists, engineers, etc.) the question of the
institution of a moderate tuition charge in California public higher
education should be deferred until it can be studied in depth by the
Joint Committee on Higher Education of the California Legislature.
It is our understanding that the macroeconomic study of higher
education in this state planned by this joint committee is directed at
answering some of these questions, and that consequently this study
should be allowed to proceed to its conclusion before the Legislature
makes a final determination on the tuition question.

2. Future increases in the incidental fee of the University of Cali-
fornia and the materials and services fee of the California State Col-
leges should be reported to the Legislature through the education
committees of the Assembly and the Senate prior to their adoption by
the regents and trustees, together with a factual breakdown of the
composition of such fee increases and a justification therefor. Legisla-
tion to this end should be enacted by the 1967 Legislature.

3. Legislation should be enacted by the 1967 Legislature to fulfill
one major unimplemented provision of the Master Plan for Higher
Education which would provide that a program of subsistence grants
be made available, in addition to the present state scholarships, to
award winners on the basis of their financial need. Such a program
should be administered by the State Scholarship and Loan Com-
mission and should be instituted initially on a pilot basis with no more
than 500 such subsistence grants awarded each year, to be financed
with an initial state appropriation of approximately $250,000.

4. Action should be taken by the Legislature to provide support for
the inducement of qualified students from lower socioeconomic levels
to enroll in public higher education through the enactment of legislation
similar to Assembly Bill 2830 (Soto) of the 1965 General Session which
would create a "college opportunity grant scholarship program" spe-
cifically aimed at this group. We note that this legislation was en-
dorsed by the State Scholarship and Loan Commission in 1965, and is
financially responsible in that it proposes a program initially limited
to 250 such grants annually, at a state cost in 1967 of $80,000.

5. Proposals for a deferred tuition, payable after graduation on a
variable payment plan dependent upon the graduate's earning capac-
ity (similar to AB 600Collier, 1965 General Session), should not be
adopted because of the serious administrative difficulties and financial
hardships which such proposals might cause, together with as yet un-
known effects which such plans could have upon inducing students to
enter higher paying occupations in favor of lower paying ones, and in
recognition of the "negative dowry" effects which such plans could
have.



TUITION-FREE CONCEPT OF PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCMION
IN CALIFORNIA

Introduction
The major efforts of this subcommittee during the 1965-1967 bien-

nium were devoted to the first thorough legislative study of the effects
which the adoption of a formalized tuition charge for public higher
education might have upon that education system and the state as a
whole. To that end a series of public hearings was conducted by the
subcommittee in various parts of the state, substantial staff studies
were made, and respected higher education leaders, scholars and econ-
omists were called upon to assist in the deliberations.

The committee has concluded, after the submission of considerable
evidence on both sides, that the imposition of a formal tuition charge
in California public higher education--while it certainly lacks many
of the dire effects predicted for it by many peoplewould be unwise
at this time. In making this major recommendation, we do not fore-
close the possibility that at some undetermined time in the near future
after further studyCalifornia might be warranted in instituting
such a charge, provided that it is moderate and selectively applied
depending upon a student's financial status. However, the broader
implications of tuitionespecially upon the mix of occupational skills
produced by our institutions of higher learningbear much closer
scrutiny than this subcommittee was able to give. In this sense, we note
that the Joint Committee on Higher Education, established by the
1965 Legislature to study the development of the Master Plan for
Higher Education, is apparently embarking on precisely the economics-
based type of study which we have in mind. We have, therefore, con-
cluded that this joint committee should be allowed to complete its
report to the Legislature at its 1969 session before any final action is
taken relative to the establishment of a tuition charge for California
public higher education.

Nevertheless, we hope our study dispels many of the myths which
are current regarding the dangers and the benefits inherent in the tui-
tion concept. We have also proposed several substantive programs aimed
at insuring more equal entry for students from all economic and racial
backgrounds into the mainstream of public higher education in this
state. We urge the 1967 Legislature to take early action on these recom-
mendations.

The Master Plan for Higher Education approved by the Regents
of the University of California and the State Board of Education
in 1960 contained the following statement :

The two governing boards reaffirm the long- established principle
that state colleges and the University of California shall be tui-
tion-free to all residents of the state.

In the six years since this formal approval, the tuition-free policy for
resident students has been questioned on several occasions. For ex-

( 13 )
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ample, bills to establish a deferred tuition program were introduced in
the State Legislature in 1963, 1964, and 1965. Although these measures
did not pass either house of the Legislature, their introduction indi-
cates serious interest in the possibility of instituting a resident tuition
to help cover the costs of California higher education. Introduction of
this legislation also raises many corollary policy questions concerning
the results of California's free tuition policy, the sociological impact of
imposing a resident tuition, and alternative courses of action available
to the Legislature.

The 1965 proposals were referred to the Assembly Committee on
Education for interim study. By way of further introduction, it is
important to note that while most of the arguments for and against
instituting tuition are expressed in economic terms which appear
susceptible to relatively objective analysis, the final resolution of
these arguments will necessarily be subject to the philosophic orienta-
tion of the decision makers. The reason for this is that juxtaposition
of the relative economic and social gains of higher education to society
and to the student discloses, on the one hand, the costs of higher
education to society can be considered a financial investment that has
produced a substantial addition to national income and general wel-
fare, and, on the other hand, the costs of this same education to the
student generally have been reimbursed in future lifetime earnings
and/or social position.

Whot Is Tuition?

An important distinction must be made at the outset between stu-
dent tuition and student fees at California's higher education institu-
tions. Tuition is generally defined as a charge collected from students
to be applied to cover the direct costs of classroom instruction. Student
fees are collected to cover expenses other than the cost of instruction.
Although there is presently no charge for tuition for residents of the
state who are enrolled as undergraduates in the regular academic
sessions of any of the state's public higher education institutions,
students are required to pay several fees for services which are inci-
dental or auxiliary to classroom instruction. As might be anticipated,
we have found substantial confusion in maintaining the distinction
between tuition for instructional costs and fees to cover noninstruc-
tional costs. This confusion is evident in expressions and writings of
students, the parents who pay these fees, and in the opinions of
some out-of-state writers on the tuition-free policy in California. Muchof this confusion may be directly attributable to some historical frag-
ments of tuition in California. For example, from 1933 to 1953 the
state colleges openly charged a small "tuition" fee, and statutory
authorization for a limited tuition charge ($25) has been carried over
(Education Code Section 23753) from the organic act establishing
the first state college in 1862. The university charged tuition only
during, sits initial months of operation in 1869, but the Education
Code continues to carry a vestigial reference to a "rate of tuition"
to be determined by the regents (Education Code Section 23051).
Moreover, both the university and the state colleges now allocate aportion of their incidental fee income, collected from both resident
and nonresident students, to laboratory and other instructional mate-
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lisle which might otherwise be considered as part of direct teaching
expense and, therefore, tuition. In this sense, then, there is now a par-
tial tuition in these institutions. Despite the confusion over the dis-
tinction between tuition and student fees to cover noninstruetional
costs, it is still noteworthy to remember that present fees charged
the California resident undergraduate for regular session public
higher education are intended to cover only costs for the addition
or continuation of noninstructional services to the student.

Tuition is charged a number of categories of students attending
California's higher education institutions. Some graduate students
(e.g., medical students) pay a form of tuition in that they are assessed
additional fees to cover portions of the costs of special materials
necessary in their study. The extension and summer session programs
at both the university and state colleges collect a per-unit student
charge intended to cover the full costs of these programs (except for
a small state contribution to university extension). Junior colleges
maintaining classes for adults may charge tuition for these classes as
provided by Education Code Section 5757. Confusion sometimes
arises concerning the "out-of-district" tuition junior colleges assess
to cover the cost of education of nonresident student. However, such
payments are not assessed against these students but are assessed
against the tax-collecting authority of the area in which the student
resides. The actual amount and the payment procedure is negotiated
between the junior college district or county in which the student re-
sides and the junior college district he wishes to attend. This method of
pulling together appropriate revenues and costs has not been used to
eliminate or reduce the nonresident tuition charged the out-of-state
student, but it appears to be at least theoretiealy possible. In 1965, Sec-
tion 23758.2 of the Education Code was enacted to permit the state col-
leges to enter into interstate college agreements for the exchange of stu-
dents so the students do not have to pay nonresident tuition at either
state's institution.
Nonresident Tuition

By far the largest category of students paying a tuition charge for
California public higher education is the out-of-state "nonresident"
student. Education Code Sections 23054, 23756, and 25505 in essence
define a resident student as one who has been a bona Me resident of
the state for at least one year immediately preceding the opening day
of the semester during which lie proposes to attend a state college,
junior college, or the university. Those students who are not "resident
students" under this definition must pay a tuition charge to cover
"average teaching costs." The Master Plan for Higher Education de-
fined teaching costs :

dd.
. to include the cost of the salaries of the instructors involved

in teaching for the proportion of their time which is concerned
with instruction, plus the clerical salaries, supplies, equipment, and
organized activities related to teaching."

Generally, the nonresident tuition at all three segments of public
higher education is set with reference to the instructional costs per stu-
dent. With regard to the university and state colleges, the master plan
defined these instruction costs as not less than the state's contribution
to the average teaching expense per student.
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Since the repeal in 1961 of the $500-per-year statutory limit on non-
resident tuition at the university (Education Code Section 23053) the
regents have increased this tuition several times to the present $800
per year. A minimum nonresident tuition of $360 per year for state
colleges is prescribed by Section 23754 of the Education Code. The
Board of Trustees of the State Colleges is empoweted to increase its
nonresident tuition and has done so. State colleges presently charge
out-of-state students $600 per year and foreign students the legal
maximum of $255 per year. In 1963, Section 25505.5 (now 25505.8) of
the Education Code was enacted and directed the State Board of Edu-
cation to set, year to year, a nonresident tuition on a uniform "cost of
instruction" basis for all the state's junior colleges. The 1965-66 jun-
ior college nonresident tuition has been set at $309 per year for 30 units
of classes (i.e., $10.30 per unit).

The preceding facts concerning nonresident tuition should be read
with some supplemental qualifications. First, there are many oppor-
tunities for nonresident students to avoid paying the tuition charge.
All three branches of higher education are empowered to grant waivers,
several statutory exemptions from the charge are available, and the pos-
sibility of obtaining financial help through student aid programs is
rapidly expanding.

In fact, as the nonresident tuition has been increased, there has
been a general corollary increase of opportunities either to void or re-
ceive assistance in meeting this charge. Legislation in 1965 did some-
what reduce these opportunities by a percentage limitation on the num-
ber of nonresident tuition waivers available (Budget Act of 1965).
Secondly, as evidenced by Table 1, nonresident tuition increases dur-
ing the past decade have not halted a continual increase in the percent-
age of nonresident enrollment to total enrollment. This is not to say that

Table I

NONRESIDENT TUITION-ENROLLMENT TRENDS
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Year
(fall semester)

Nonresident
tuition fee

Nonresident
enrollment

Total
enrollment

Col. (3) as
percent of (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1954 300 3,949 35,273 11.2
1955 300 4,482 38,594 11.6
1956 300 4,944 40,313 12.3
1957 300 5,488 42,039 13.1
1958 400 6,068 43,478 14.0
1959 500 6,289 44,878 14.0
1960 500 7,267 49,169 14.8
1961 500 8,278 54,267 15.3
1962 500 9,360 58,616 16.0
1963 600 10,727 64.504 16.6
1964 600 12,010 71,267 16.85
1985 800 N.A. 79,449 N.A.

N.A.: Not available at this time.
Source: The University of California, Office of the University Dean of Educational Relations, Berkeley.

J
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these tuition increases have not had an impact upon the socioeconomic
composition of nonresident enrollment. In fact, it is generally conceded
that any increase in costs of education which is not accompanied by
some form of student aid, waiver of tuition, etc., will adversely affect
those students from low income families. The figures for 1965 will be
of more than passing interest since both the largest rise in nonresident
tuition is in effect this year and tuition waivers have been limited for
the first time.

The fact that nonresident tuition is calculated with reference to "in-
structional costs" and that the nonresident student also pays the "non -
instructional" fees assessed all students does not mean the nonresident
student is no expense to the state. The reason for what cursorily ap-
pears to be no discrepancy lies in the fact that all functions carried on
by higher education institutions are not included within the definitional
purview of "instructional" and "noninstructional." Thus, expenses
for such items as capital outlay, research and administration are not
generally covered by any student charge revenues. The largest num-
ber (12,010), as well as the largest percentage of nonresident enroll-
ment to total enrollment (16.85 percent) exists at the university. Yet
the estimated revenue from nonresident tuition will cover less than 25
percent of total university expenditures related to instruction of non-
resident students during 196546.1 The 1965 legislation reducing the
waiver allotment for each campus will only slightly affect this percent-
age since the estimated average cost per student for instruction-re-
lated university expenditures is $1,867 and the nonresident tuition
charge is $800 for 1965-66.

On the other hand, the number of nonresidents and the percentage
of nonresident enrollment to total enrollment at state colleges and
junior colleges is substantially lower than for the university. And the
estimated average cost per student to instruction-related expenditures
at these institutions is also much lower than that of the university, so
the nonresident student pays tuition which covers a much higher per-
centage of the state college and junior college expenditures related to in-
struction of their nonresident students.

Fourthly, nonresident tuition, as well as resident tuition policies, must
be considered in comparison to similar fees charged by other states' in-
stitutions and private institutions. The interstate and intrastate flow of
students is obviously affected by tuition and fee charges at many edu-
cational institutions within the United States.

Student Costs
California's tuition-free policy does not mean that education is pro-

vided at no cost to the student. We have found that for both resident
and nonresident students, there are a number of types of fees designed
to cover at least a portion of the cost of providing specific services to
the student. The levels of most of these fees are shown in Table 2.

The incidental fee at the university, or the materials and services
fee as it is called at the state colleges, is intended to cover the direct
costs of student health services, counseling and testing, housing serv-
ices, job placement services, diplomas and certificates, and laboratory
and other instructional materials. For the university, the incidental
Analysis of the Budget Bill, Report of the Legislative Analyst to the Joint Legislative

Budget Committee, 1965 Regular Session, p. 362.

1

4
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Table 2

BASIC STUDENT FEES FOR 'DM YEAR 1965-66

University
of California

California
State Colleges

Junior
colleges

Incidental fee or materials and services fee $200 $761
Parking 16-72 26f $10Room and Board 800-958 450-830 400-720Application Fee 5-10 5 0-2Student Union Fee 5-25 21
Student Activities Fee 11-30 10-25J 20
Transcript, petition and Penalty Fees.... 1-10 1-5 0-2

Source: 1906 Report of the Legislative AnalystAnalysis of Budget Bill, page 296; and 1965-00 catalogs of the colleges.

fee is also expected to meet deficits in intercollegiate activities, sub-
sidize certain student cultural programs, and provide for the amorti-
zation of proposed capital outlay for new student facilities, including
student health, recreational, and intercollegiate athletic facilities. The
university's incidental fee has risen from $120 to $220 over the four-
year period from 1961-62 to 1964-65, in large part because of the
university's decision to finance a greater portion of the cost of student
centers, cultural activities and recreational facilities from this source.

As was mentioned 'earlier, there has been much confusion. over both
the incidental fee and the materials and services fee. Whether a mean-
ingful distinction between "tuition" and "fee" can be maintained
appears to be moot in the minds of manyboth tuition and fees
represent an expense to the parent and student which must be borne
in order to utilize the state's higher educational facilities. The esti-
mated allocation of the university's incidental fee revenues for 1965-
66 is approximately 20 percent for capital outlay and debt services,
and 80 percent for student services, cultural activities and recrea-tion. At the state colleges, revenues from the materials and services
fee are budgeted at approximately 40 percent for instructional operat-
ing 'expense (expendable ,classroom supplies and materials and labo-
ratory expenses) and 60 percent -for student services. If a tuition were
charged resident students, it appears highly desirable to alter the
present status of the incidental fee and materials and. services fee,
or at least to clarify the definitional delineation between fee and tui-
tionif such a distinction is to be retained' at all.

The junior colleges do not charge a fee similar to the incidental or
the materials and services fee. They are authorized to charge up to
$10 per year for student health and for the use of parking facilities.
Few, if any, junior colleges have student health services at this time.
Both the university and state colleges levy a direct charge for the
use of their parking facilities. At the university this parking charge
varies greatly among campuses according to the availability of park-
ing facilities.

The figures in Table 2 for room and board are for the residence
halls, when available, at the various public campuses. These figures
do not necessarily reflect the average paid for room and board, but
only indicate the approximate cost to the student for the use of the
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school-provided facilities. Only 13 of 75 junior colleges have any

room and board facilities.
Other student fees include application, fees charged against the pro-

cessing costs for initial admission applications, student union, or
activity fees, primarily for the construction- and operation of student
centers and support of intercollegiate athletics, and transcript, peti-
tion, and various penalty fees charged to cover the administration
costs created by the late registrant, requests for several school tran-
scripts, dropping or adding classes, etc. Very few of the junior col-
leges levy any fees of this type.

Obviously the preceding discussion of student tuition and fees does
not include all elements of student expense. Student tuition and fees
encompass only that portion of student expense which is directly
levied on the student by the state 's educational institutions. However,

any consideration of the tuition policy in California must not ignore
the total direct economic burden borne by the student and/or his
parents. The on-campus resident student at the university can expect
to spend almost $1,800 per year for his fees, living expenses, books

and supplies, and limited social life. The same student at either a
junior college or state college will spend between $1,400 and $1,600 to

cover similar expenses. The student who commutes to a campus of any
of the three segments of public higher education will spend between
$400 and $600 less than his on-campus counterpart. These figures

compare with the statewide average for private higher education in-

stitution student expenses of about $2,700 per year. The average
student in California will be able to save from summer earnings be-
tween $300 and $500 to apply against his expenses for the next school
year. It should be noted that all of these expense and earning

figures are considered in determining the availability and amount of
any loan or scholarship funds offered each student applying for such
assistance.

Earnings Foregone

From a purely economic point of view, some would argue that
living expenses such as room and board, clothes, laundry, etc., should

be excluded from the costs of education to students and their parents
on the rationale that young people have to be fed, clothed and
sheltered whether they are in school or not. To the extent the pre-
ceding estimates for expenses per student include subsistence, this
view may be correct, but it certainly is incorrect to assume that going
to school requires no greater outlay for living expenses than subsistence,
if the student is to receive the full measure of formal education
offered to him at the higher educational institution. However, there

is one expense seldom formally recognized in computing costs of edu-

cation to students but considered by many economists is a proper
cost of higher educationthe contribution to national income and
the students' personal incomes which young people would have
garnered if they had been working instead of studying. This is a real
cost, not only .to the students but to the economy which is deprived
of a production, roughly measured by the students' foregone earn-
ings, when part of the potential labor force is in school.

This concept of earnings foregone as a cost of education is extremely
important to a thorough analysis of higher education finance. As one
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example, if earnings foregone were excluded, studies of lifetime earn-
ing differentials associated with levels of education indicate a very
high rate of return for what college students have been paying for
their education when this rate is compared to the return on alterna-
tive investments. The inclusion of earnings foregone in the estimates
of all costs of education (including both public and private schools)
reduces education's estimated rate of return by almost 60 percent.

Considerable economic literature has been published to aid in devel-
oping careful techniques for selecting appropriate data for the calcula-
tion of earnings foregone. Theodore Schultz, a pioneer in the field of
measuring economic benefits and costs of education, offers one set of
estimates of earnings foregone per student.2 Schultz estimates in 1956,
for example, that a college student 's foregone earnings amounted to
$1,943 for the months he spent in school. From the standpoint of the
individual student and his family, this cost is a real expense of higher
education in addition to the direct costs of fees, tuition, living ex-
penses, etc. Considered from the point of view of society as a whole,
earnings foregone represent a loss in national income which must be
accounted for as an investment in the future.

The Benefits vs. the Burdens of Higher Education

Few would doubt that education is beneficial to the individual and
to the state as a whole. However, estimates as to both the degree to
which higher education produces these benefits and the specific bene-
fits received by the individual in contrast to the state remain con-
troversial. Herein lies a good portion of the discussion over tuition vs.
tuition-free : since education benefits both the individual and the state
as a whole, should both bear the burden of the cost of education and,
if so, in what proportion to each other should each bear this cost?
Answers must obviously come from the decision maker, but it is helpful
to classify the benefits received by the state and the individual student.

Higher education may benefit the state in any number of ways, but
for clarity, four general classifications are suggested. First, the poli-
tical institutions in the United States are founded upon the belief that
the electorate will be intelligent enough to make informed decisions
on matters it faces. California is especially committed to this educated
electorate. Widespread use of the initiative and referendum necessi-
tates an intelligent electorate. The complex problems created by this
state 's phenomenal growth demand an informed, educated citizenry.
As our problems become more complex, a college educated electorate
becomes a greater asset for California's progress.

Secondly, in recent years higher education has become a major vehi-cle to upward social mobility. Providing accessible higher education
opportunities for all individuals to reach their full potential neces-
sarily benefits employment in the state as well as social well-being.

Thirdly, higher education provides a laboratory for research to
achieve more informed solutions to the state 's problems as well as pro-
viding the state with its potential future leaders.

Fourthly, the state 's economy progressively improves as more of its
citizens receive college education. Heretofore, the analysis of economic
growth has involved the study of land, labor and physical capitali.e.,
2 Nelson B. Henry, ed., part 2, Social Forces Influencing American Education, 1961.
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the conventional factors of production. However, growth in these fac-
tors does not explain either why the national income has been increas-
ing at a much higher rate than the combined'amOunt of land, man-hours
and Stock of reproducible capital used in producing income, or why
there continues to be substantial increases in real earnings of workers.
At least one major source of such economic growth is the effect of
schooling upon the productivity of human effort. Edward F. Denison
in "The Sources of Economic Growth in the United States and the
Alternatives Before Us" (New York : Committee for Economic De-
velopment, 1962), estimates that 21 percent of the economic growth of
the United States between 1929 and 1957 is attributable to the increase
in schooling of the labor force. According to Theodore Schultz, this
increase in amount of schooling per member of the labor force ac-
counted for an increase in national income between 1929 and 1956 of
at least $25.7 billion.

The importance of higher education to the state's economic growth
is also evident from labor force distribution statistics. Without review-
ing in detail the literature on this subject, it will suffice to point out
the type of growth, as well as the pace of growth, of the nation and
state will depend upon the composition of the personnel supply availa-
ble in the future. The trends are toward employment requiring higher
education backgrounds. Thus, for the state to benefit from such em-
ployment trends, the state must offer more and more opportunity for
higher education. We have found that few of the advocates of imposing
a tuition charge at California schools and colleges have taken this factor
into consideration. Such a study is beyond the scope and ability of
this committee, but we strongly believe that thorough study must be
given to the effects of tuition on the type of skills and professions
represented in the California economy before tuition is established.
Clearly, if tuition resulted, for instance, in a drastic reduction in the
number of students entering premedicine or predental work (where
tuition based upon cost of instruction would be comparatively high )
in favor of a sharp increase in the numbers of students entering busi-
ness administration (where tuition would be lower), its imposition
might not be advisable. This matter should be thoroughly investigated
by the Joint Committee on Higher Education before a tuition is im-
posed.

Finally, the state benefits from higher education in a number of im-
measurable ways which are perhaps best described as "consumption
benefits" by Burton A. Weisbrod, "Education and the Investment in
Human Capital" '(Journal of Political Economy, Supplement, October
1962). Such benefits as "present well-being," "cultural participation,"
"intellectual reinforcement of moral values," etc., are included in this
general classification of consumption benefits. Weisbrod points out that
the state benefits from consumption benefits because in practice, much
of the future consumption benefits of schooling is "captured" by
others in that a person's schooling presumably improves the well-being
of his neighbors, his employer and co-workers and is generally diffused
in society. Of course, the most direct monetary diffusion of the benefits
of higher education to the society is facilitated through the govern-
ment, since the usually higher income of the more educated portion
of the society may come under the levy of one of the taxing powers.
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For the most part, the benefits of higher education to the individual
parallel the benefits mentioned above as accruing to the state. The in-
dividual student benefits financially, as does the state, and the student
receives many noneconomic benefits similar to the state's political, so-
cial, cultural, etc:, benefits.

-The noneconomic benefits of higher education that accrue to the stu-
dent are intangible and perhaps immeasurable, but are, nevertheless,
real and are considered by the individual in* evaluating his education.
Higher education gives the individual a great amount of social mobil-
ity, allowing him opportunities for higher employment positions. Ac-
cording to a study by C. A. Anderson in the American Journal of
Sociology, Vol. 66, 1961, pp. 360-70, this mobility benefit has proved
especially valuable to youth from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. In
addition, a higher education is increasingly regarded as a prerequisite
for attaining personal goals such as social prestige, lifetime pursuit of
cultural interests, and a substantial basis for successful family life.
Weisbrod defines and classifies a number of higher education benefits.
Generally, he discusses benefits such as increased job flexibility, addi-
tional schooling opportunities, abilities to save expenses because the in-
dividual can do things himself (e.g., make out one 's own tax return),
and the security gained from attaining higher skill levels.

In addition to the noneconomic benefits, the individual student gen-
erally attains a higher lifetime earnings level by obtaining a college
degree. Herman P. Miller of the 'U.S. Bureau of the Census produced
one of the more recent comparisons of education and lifetime earnings
shown in Table 3.

Table 3

EDUCATION AND LIFETIME EARNINGS: MEN
(Earnings from age 18 to 64)

Highest grade completed

All education groups

Elementary School:
Less than 8 years
8 years

High School:
1 to 3 years
4 years

College:
1 to 3 years
4 years
5 years or more

Earnings

$229,000

143,000
184,000

212,000
274,000

293,000
385,000
455,000

Source: Bued on 1960 census figures U.S. Senate, 88th Congress, let Session, hearings before the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare on Bills Relating to Equal Employment Opportunities, July and August 1963, p. 335.

However, the averages shown by Table 3 conceal wide variations in
income. The fact is that many fail to profit financially from their
higher education: For example, the income pattern for those with one
to three years of college parallels that of high school graduates rather
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than college four-year graduates. There are great variations in earnings
among the professions and between men and women. And a study
by Miller using 1950 census data shows that education has less effect
upon income for nonwhites than for whites. It should also, be remem-
bered that education is only one of many factors determining income.
Even without a college education, superior intelligence, better home en-
vironment and greater social and economic opportunities, can result in
higher earnings. However, recent studies by James Morgan and Martin
David in "Education and Income" (The Quarterly Journal of Eco-
nomics, August 1963, pp. 423-37, conclude that :

4i
. . education remains a powerful determinant of earnings. The

effect of education on earnings is not a fictitious result of spurious
correlations involving other factors like parental influences."

Of course, the benefits of higher education to the state and the indi-
vidual are not obtained without corollary sacrifices and costs to both
the state and the individual student. It is axiomatic that every benefit
has a corollary burden, but it is not so well recognized that both the
state and student carry the higher education burden. Nor is it always
remembered that the education burden has an infinite number of eco-
nomic and sociologic effects, depending upon the socioeconomic com-
plexion of the particular individual or segment of society which is
called upon to carry this burden. Therefore, it is necessary not only to
consider what the burden of education is, but also who should shoulder
it if it is reallocated or as it increases in the future.

This report is not intended to present an exhaustive survey of higher
education financing in California. Several recent reports, mentioned in
the following text, have considered the subject in detail. Here, the com-
mittee 's purpose is to only outline briefly what appears to be the fac-
tual basis for a consideration of the state's higher education burdens.

Generally, the costs of public higher education are borne by the state,
local school districts, and parents and/or the students. The state's Gen-
eral Fund is the primary dollar contributor to the state colleges and
university, while local school districts in large part support the public
junior colleges.

The primary sources of state revenues used to support higher educa-
tion are those taxes channeled into the State General Fund. Under the
existing tax structure, the proportion of General Fund revenue from
each state tax category is shown in Table 4. Basically, these taxes
are regressive taxes, as shown by the combined "percentage take"
figures correlated to the income levels of taxpayers shown in Table 5.
It should be noted that the regressive nature of these state taxes is
probably understated in Table 5 since the federal income tax take was
discounted from income before the effective tax rate was computed.
The unusual upturn for the $15,000 and over bracket in Table 5 is a
result of the highly progressive federal income tax drastically lowering
the income figuresthus, the progressive state income tax appears to
take an increased percentage of the net income.

Table 5 is comparable to Table 6 which illustrates the regressive
nature of the local property tax that supports the junior colleges.

8-L-1808
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Table 4

STATE GENERAL FUND TAX REVENUES

(in millions)

Taxes, fees, etc.
Estimated

revenues, 1965-66
Distribution,

in percent

Sales and use $1,022.1 42
Tobacco 174.0 7
Alcoholic beverage 78.0 3
Personal income 392 . 2 16
Bank and corporation 423.0 17
Inheritance and gift 113.1 5
Insurance 103.3 4
Horseracing 39.6 2
Other sources 92.2 4

Totals, General Fund $2,437.4 100

Source: State of California Support and Local Assistance Budget for the Fiscal Year July 1,1906, to June 30,1966,
p. A-9.

Table 5

EFFECTIVE TAX RATE (STATE GENERAL FUND) BASED ON FAMILY
PERSONAL INCOME AFTER FEDIERAL INCOME TAXES

Income bracket

Effective tax
rate per $100

(combined taxes)

Less than $2,000
$2,000- 2,999
3,000- 3,999
4,000- 4,999
5,000- 5,999
6,000- 6,999
7,000- 9,999

10,000-14,999
15,000 and over

$4.41
3.52
3.74
3.22
3.32
3.64
3.36
3.23
6.84

Source: Adorably Interim Committee on Revenue and Taxation, Taxation of Property in California (staff report to
the committee), December 1964. .

Tables 5 and 6, derived from the staff report to the Assembly Com-
mittee on Revenue and Taxation, "Taxation of Property in California,"
December 1964, indicate that those taxes which finance public higher
education in California are especially regressive in their combined im-
pact. It thus appears the lower income classes are bearing the greatest
burden in financing the public costs of higher education. The "Master
Plan for Higher Education in California 1960-1975" recommended
that the state, through its General Fund, undertake 45 percent of the
junior college expenditures by 1975. Such an undertaking may signifi-
cantly reduce the burden on those in lower income brackets if the re-
gressive local property tax now supporting junior colleges were re-
duced. However, reduction or elimination of the property tax would
not remove all the burden from the lower income classes, since most
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Table 6

EFFECTIVE TAX RATE (PROPERTY TAX) BASED ON FAMILY
PERSONAL' INCOME AFTER FEDERAL INCOME TAXES

25

Inconie bracket

Less than $2,000
$2,000- 2,999

3,000- 3,999
4,000- 4,999
5,000- 5,999
6,000- 6,999
7,000 9,999

10,000-14,999
15,000 and over

Effective tax
rate per $100

$9.21
10.44
9.05
7.99
7.42
7.03
6.19
5.01
5.63

Source: Assembly Interim Committee on Revenue and Taxation, Taation of Property in California (staff report to

the committee), December 1964.

of the taxes supporting the General Fund are also regressive. It. addi-
tion, the regressive nature of General Fund taxes indicates that any
increase in lifetime earnings attributable to higher education probably
is not recaptured by state taxes as a reimbursement to the public for
its investment in higher education. This, of course, is not to say such
increased earnings are not recaptured by the progressive federal in-
come tax, to the extent federal revenues are returned to support state
higher education.

As a frame of reference for evaluating the combined state and local

tax burden carried in California, the Coordinating Council for Higher
Education made a comparative study of the efforts and burdens of
a number of other states.8 The comparison with nine populous high in-
come states indicated that California in 1961-62 exceeded six of them
in its overall tax burden. Since most of these states have much of
their higher education carried by private institutions, a second group
of 10 states was selected, all of which are similar to California in their
preponderance of higher education enrollments accommodated in pub-
lic institutions. All of this second group exceeded California in their
overall tax burden, but three failed to match California's effort in
public higher education expenditures.

The preceding- discussion of the state and local tax burdens incurred
for higher education is not exhaustive in two- respects. First, it pre-
sents a very simplified outline of what the state and local districts
now face in financing higher education and, therefore, it does not
touch upon a number of important financing items, such as the use of
bonding to finance capital outlay. Secondly, it does not include the very
important burden placed upon the state by the fact that a large portion
of the potential labor force is in schooli.e., "productivity foregone"
because young people are in college. In the preceding section on stu-
dent tuition, fees, and expenses, the concept of earnings foregone was
mentioned as a "cost" to the student. It is important at least to
recognize that this same "Earnings foregone" represents a burden

B An Evaluation of the Tuition-Free Principle in California Public Higher Education,
May 1966, p. 19.
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on the state's economy, as well as the student's income, since the state
foregoes an increment of production whenever members of its popula-
tion are not in the labor force.

Of course, the state does not shoulder all of the burdens of higher
education. The student and his family are confronted with a number
of economic adjustments and sacrifices whenever college education issought. The actual expenditures incurred by the student at a public .

higher education institution have been discussed previously in this
report. The important concept of earnings foregone has been mentioned
several times previously in our report. What is of primary importance
in considering the burden of higher education on the student and/or
his family is who actually incurs the student's higher education ex-
penses, and what is the economic position of those who pay for these
expenses. The answers to these questions are crucial and considerable
attention must be given them if a reasonable decision on tuition poli-
cies in California higher education is to be made. Fortunately, a major
study has been made by Edward Sanders and Hans Palmer for the
California State Scholarship Commission.4

The Sanders and Palmer study was based on a survey of some 6,200
California undergraduate resident students attending the various seg-
ments, both private and public, of California higher education. Parents
completed 77 percent of the questionnaires on behalf of their dependent
children and self-supporting students responded directly to the remain-
ing 23 percent. From these response figures, it is evident the burden
of the student's expenses falls upon his or her family, though Sanders
and Palmer do indicate there are a great number of self-supporting
students. Thus, it is important to note the income levels of families
with children in college in evaluating the incidence of financial burden
placed upon these families.

Table 7 indicates that almost 55 percent of the parents of college
students had incomes between $8,000 and $20,000 annually.
The median value of their incomes was between $11,000 and $12,000
a year, placing these families very definitely in the more affluent
portion of California 's population. As indicated by Table 7, about 22
percent of the parents of children in private universities had incomes
of $25,000 or more, and over 50 percent had incomes of $14,000 or
more, making this the wealthiest group of college parents. The next
most affluent groups were the parents of students in the private col-
leges and private denominational colleges. While the families of the
students at the university appear to have a similar income distribu-
tion to that of the parents of students in nondenominational private
colleges, the lowest income group ($0 to $1,999) at the university in-
cluded five times as many parents as did the private colleges. In per-
centage, the university's low income group exceeded all other higher
education segments. Parents of junior college students are shown asthe least ; uent group since about 23 percent of these parents had
incomes of below $6,000 a year and there were fewer junior college
parents in the upper brackets.

The income distribution for the self-supporting segment of student
enrollment in California is shown in Table 8.0....601
The Financial Barrier to College Attendance in California, 19$ 4.

di
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Table 7

PARENTAL INCOME DISTRIBUTION
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percent percent percent percent percent percent percent
$0-$1,999 1.6 .7 2.9 .6 .5 .7 1.4

2,000- 3,999 6.2 3.3 2.0 1.8 2.9 4.1 '3.5
4,000- 5,999 15.4 10.0 7.4 4.9 5.8 8.7 7.2
6,000- 7,999 19.0 16.6 11.0 6.5 11.7 13.9 13.1
8,000- 9,999 16.4 16.8 12.9 10.1 12.4 16.4 10.8

10,000-11,999 13.9 19.5 13.1 10.4 13.3 14.6 10.0
12,000-13,999 7.0 10.5 11.2 11.7 13.8 12.8 8.1
14,000-19,999 10.7 12.7 20.0 16.7 18.0 10.3 13.5
20,000-24,999 2.5 3.2 6.5 12.5 7.3 5.9 9.0
25,000 and over 4.0 4.4 11.6 22.7 11.9 10.7 19.9
No response 3.1 2.4 1.3 2.8 2.2 2.1 3.6

f cures: California State Scholarship Commission.
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STUDENT INCOME DISTRIBUTION
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percent percent percent percent percent percent percent
$0-51,999 3.4 8.0 11.9 2.3 4.2 9.0 7.3

2,000- 3,999 8.8 14.2 19.0 7.0 12.5 21.2 12.6
4,000- 5,999 17.6 19.6 24.4 9.3 25.0 12.1 18.9
6,000- 7,999 25.1 18.9 17.9 16.3 8.3 12.1 22.1
8,000- 9,999 15.9' 12.0 9.5 9.3 25.0 12.1 11.6.

10,000-11,999 10.3 11.3 4.8 4.7 4.2 15.2 8.4
12,000-13,999 6.2 6.2 4.8 4.7 0 3.0 4.2
14,000-19,999 4.1 4.0 3.0 18.6. 4.2 3.0 5.3
20,000-24,999 2.1 2.9 1.7 0 4.2 0 1.1
25,000 and over 1.7 1.1 .6 14.0 4.2 3.0 3.2
No response 4.7 1.8 2.4 4.7 8.3 9.0 5.3

Source: California State Scholarship Commission.

The affluence of parents of college students is shown by a comparison
between the percentages in Table 7 and those in Table 9, which shows
the 1962 estimated income distribution of all families with children.
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MI. 9
CHILDREN AND INCOME 1962

Number of Children under 18

Income
1

Child
2

Children
3

Children
4*

Children

041,000 1.9 1.3 1.4 1.7$1,000- 1,999 4.0 2.7 2.9 3.32,000- 2,999 4.6 3.2 3.3 4.33,000- 3,999 6.2 4.7 4.7 0.84,000- 4,999 8.2 6.9 7.1 9.35,000- 5,999 10.3 9.8 10.3 11.96,000- 6,999 11.5 12.6 13.1 13.27,000- 7,999 11.1 12.7 13.1 11.88,000- 8,999 9.5 11.0 10.9 9.59,000- 9,999 7.3 8.4 8.4 7.310,000-10,999 6.1 6.5 6.3 5.311,000-11,999 4.5 4.7 4.6 3.712,000-12,999 3.0 3.0 3.2 2.513,000-13,999 2.3 2.4 2.2 1.714,000-14,999 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.315,000- 19,999
20,000-24,999 7.8 8.4 7.0 6.425,000 and over

Four and more children.
Source: Edward Sanders and Hans Palmer "The FinancialBarrier to College Attendance in California," PreliminaryFinal Draft, California State Scholarship Commission, November 4, 1954.

In comparing Tables 9, 8 and 7, it will be noted that self-supporting
students tended to reflect the pattern within the general population
more closely than did the parents of non-self-supporting students.
This is probably trne because self-supporting students generally aredrawn out of the general income distribution since so many of the
junior college members of this group will be older people with estab-
lished households.

Probably the most important overall conclusion that can be derived
from the straight tabulations of the preceding income distributions is
that it costs a great deal more money to attend college than is com-
monly thought. This is particularly true of certain aspects of the state
system. The pattern in the university and the state colleges indicates
that families will have to be making a considerably larger sacrifice
and have to be at a higher income position than was hitherto thought
necessary for their children to attend these institutions. This has been
shown to be true at all levels and segments of higher education ac-
cording to the Sanders and Palmer report, since their survey showed
a high correlation between the income level of the parents and the
amount of cash support provided the student.

Parental support patterns for the university were similar to those
at the private colleges and denominational colleges-cash contribu-
tions over $2,000 a year came from a considerable number of those
families with incomes over $12,000. At the private universities, the
parental contribution of those with incomes over $14000 a year was
somewhat higher. However, in all segments of higher education, the
proportion of families contributing more than $2,000 a year drops off
very steeply even among the very high income groups.
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In the state colleges, families with incomes of over $14,000 a year

also made contributions to their student children of over $2,000 ter
year. Among the junior colleges, the incidence of high contributions is
not as great as it is among private schools, the university or state col-

leges. However, apparently many junior college families at the upper
end of the income spectrum find it necessary to contribute something
in excess of $1,000 per year to their student members.

Perhaps the most significant parental support patterns are those of

families in the low income brackets. Among the few families found in

the $4,000- to $6,000-a-year bracket for the private universities, the

majority are contributing more than $1,200 a year to their children's
education. This is a striking amount to be extracted from incomes of

this level. A great effort by low income families is also found at the
state colleges and junior colleges. Some 13.6 percent of state college
families and 15.8 percent of junior college families with incomes be-

tween $2,000 and $4,000 a year claimed contributions between $400 and

$800 per year to their student children.
Thus, despite what may appear to be relatively low fees at public

institutions, substantial cash contributions apparently have been re-
quired even from low income families of students at those institutions.

In addition, by comparing cash contributions to incomes, it seems
clear that the parents of junior and state college students are making,

on the whole, the greatest effort relative to their income.
For the economic growth of the state to continue, and for the well-

being of the society to increase, the committee believes it will be neces-

sary that the economic barriers to these low income families be lifted.

No matter what decisions are reached concerning student tuition, any
solution must be sought in context of the wide income distributions and
consequential financial burdens now existent among California families

hopeful of a college education for their children. Steps have been taken

to alleviate these burdens by instituting the various loan programs
mentioned in the next section of this report. However, findings of the

California State Scholarship Commission's report indicate a relatively

small proportion of students (less than 10 percent during July 1,
1963, to February 1, 1964) were assisted by these loan programs.

For these reasons, and particularly with reference to the shockingly

low percentages of students attending the University of California and

the state colleges from low-income backgrounds, we have recommended

that the 1967 Legislature give immediate consideration to a proposal

which would provide "educational opportunity grants" to children
from low-income families in an effort to induce these persons to enter
public higher education. Such a proposal, similar to AB 2830 of the
1965 session, would provide grants to such persons irrespective of

their college grades, provided they show academic promise. A draft of
this legislation is included as Appendix A to this report.

Student.Financial Aid

Whenever tuition is discussed, an obvious concern is raised on behalf

of the low income family child who has the academic, but not the finan-
cial ability to attend college. Most often the counterargument to this
real concern is that some financial aid can be made available to this stu-
dent, thus enabling him or her to attend an educational institution,

j
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regardless of any tuition that institution imposes. Though California's
public higher education institutions are formally committed to a tuition-
free policy, there are still the financial burdens of college as discussed
in the preceding section of this report. To overcome or alleviate these
burdens, there are a number of alternative aid programs available at
California colleges. None of these programs are exclusive, and many
students find it necessary to combine several of them. Most of the means
of student financing are not exhaustive, and most students supplement
whatever aid they receive by some limited employment.

More students than ever before are members of the labor force part
time during the school months and full time in summer. About 75 per-
cent of student enrollment in California institutions holds some sort of
job during the year to augment their parents' contribution or student
aid for their education. These working student patterns are most pre-
dominant among undergraduate students. In the case of graduate stu-
dents, part time or full-time employment is not the primary source of
income, although it does play an important role. The "working stu-
dent" has been given an additional boost in recent years through the -

federal "work-study" program. With the president's signature on the
Higher Education Act of 1965, institutions of higher education are to
receive 90 percent of their costs in providing students part time employ-
ment, primarily to those from low income families. California's esti-
mated share for 1965-66 should be about $8 million.

In addition to some type of employment, the student has many loan
sources to see him through the non-income-producing college years.
Loans to students, influenced in large part by the federal NDEA stu-
dent loan program, have been increasing in supply at all segments of
California higher education. Generally, the availability of loan funds
to the student is based on need and, with respect to NDEA loans, on
the student's major. In some cases, academic standing is also a consid-
eration for granting especiaWdesirable loans with very lengthy repay-
ment periods. Repayment terms vary among types of loans, as does
the total amount available. Cosigners are usually required on all loan
notes.

By far the largest type of loan, and generally with the most favorable
repayment terms, is the NDEA loan. The NDEA funds provide
well over 70 percent of all student loan money available to California
students. The 1965 Higher Education Act expanded the major qualifi-
cation categories, thus enabling more students to have access to these
funds. By and large, NDEA funds are still somewhat restricted to
those who plan to teach and those studying in physical science fields.
Most of the state's colleges have their own student loan programs,
many of which are now being oriented toward students not covered by
NDEA moneys.

While undoubtedly the NDEA program has been an important stimu-
lus to the development of student loans, certain changes in administra-
tion of loans by the individual institutions have contributed. Pub-
licity given to the advisability of a college education, even on borrowed
money, and the practice of college financial aid officers of spreading
available aid through combinations of scholarships, jobs, and loans
have obviously expanded the use of student loans. Also, state actions
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through creating higher education assistance corporations and guar-
anteeing commercial loans have increased the availability of loans.

A new boost was given student loan programs by the federal govern-
ment's passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and the Legisla-
ture's enactment of AB 56 in 1966. Among other things, this act
includes a "low interest insured loan" program authorizing advances
totaling $17.5 million through 'fiscal 1968 to assist in establishing or
strengthening the reserve funds of state and private nonprofit student
loan insurance programs. Advances will be made to the state program
and, for any year the state program is not comprehensive, to private
nonprofit programs to the extent necessary to enable students in every
eligible institution to be covered by an insured loan program. In addi-
tion, a federal insurance program is authorized on a standby basis if
adequate state and private plans are not reasonably accessible to stu-
dents in every eligible institution of higher education. It should be
noted that prior to AB 56 California did not maintain a "compre-
hensive" public loan program.

The new federal-state program provides special assistance for low
income families by subsidizing a portion of the interest on their
children 's loans. For students from families having adjusted family
income of less than $15,000 the federal government will subsidize all
of the interest while in school and 3 percent thereafter ; for stu-
dents from families having higher incomes there will be no interest
subsidy, but the insurance would cover loans to such students. These
interest subsidies will be available for federally insured 'loans and
for loans insured under state and private nonprofit programs which
meet specified standards, as well as loans made by state programs. For
the first two years of the program, the interest subsidy will be avail-
able for state and private plans which insure loans charging no higher
than 6 percent annual interest on the unpaid balance and requiring
repayment to begin no earlier than 60 days after the student ceases
his course of study.

In light of such federal intent and action, there may be some ques-
tion as to the desirability and need for the state to establish or to
expand student loan programs within the state.

Large loan programs are advocated by many for a number of
reasons, not the least of which is that such loans will remove some of
the unfortunate effects of higher tuition on low income families. In
addition, loan programs are said to provide help for deserving stu-
dents not academically high enough to merit scholarships, enable large
numbers to enter professions where both training costs and financial
rewards are high, and aid students who plan to become teachers.

However, loans may not be a feasible recourse for many students
for a variety of considerations. Family cosigners may be unobtainable
when required, many times because they are unwilling' to have their
child or themselves go into debt. Though perhaps "old-fashioned,"
many families do not believe in obtaining anything by credit, or con-
sider such loans as a mark of inferiority. In other cases the student's
family may not actually provide his educational expenses, yet their
income is so high as to prevent the student from obtaining a loan.

There are many occupations in which the income the student will
earn after graduation is too small to repay a substantial loan incurred
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during undergraduate days. A large indebtedness might also prevent
a capable college graduate from undertaking graduate work or pro-
fessional training. In the case of female students, a "negative dowry"
is a possible reason for not obtaining a loan. From the point of view
of the lending institution, loans present many costs and problems of
administration, not the least of which is the collectability of principal
after the student has left or graduated from college. Thus, while loans
have proven a vital device for obtaining education for many, they do
not provide dsubstitute for scholarships.

Both the federal government and the state have scholarship pro-
grams, with emphasis in the state 's programs on aid for the under-
graduate. In the past, the federal government has not been a source
of undergraduate scholarships, but passage of the 1965 Higher Educa-
tion Act made federal scholarships available to those needy high school
graduates with high academic standing.

Briefly, the federal scholarship provisions of the Higher Education
Act authorizes $70 million for educational opportunity grants during
fiscal year 1966 (the first grants would be used during the academic
year 1966-67). Institutions of higher education must determine that
recipients of the grants show academic promise, are in exceptional
financial need, and would not, but for an educational opportunity
grant, be financially able to pursue a higher education. These scholar-
ships will range from $200 to $800 with an additional $200 available
to students in the upper half of their class during the preceding year.
Funds will be allocated among the states on the basis of college en-
rollment. Institutions could transfer up to 25 percent of their allotted
funds to their NDE A loan funds. The act also authorizes the Com-
missioner of Education to enter into contracts, not to exceed $100,000
per year, with state and local educational agencies and other public or
nonprofit organizations for the purpose of identifying qualified
youths of exceptional financial need and encouraging them to continue
their education, publicizing existing forms of financial aid, and en-
couraging secondary school and college dropouts to reenter educational
programs.

The entrance of federal money into scholarship funds will greatly
help this facet of student aid. Perhaps the biggest problem with scholar-
ships generally has been that scholarship funds have not kept pace with
the phenomenal growth in enrollments and the increase of average
cost of tuition and fees. The state 's Scholarship Commission was
able to provide scholarships for 1 percent of the 1963 graduating high
school seniors, but only 0.75 percent of the 1964 seniors because of the
great increase in high school enrollments.

In addition, a few facts must be understood whenever scholarships
are considered as a method of relieving financial barriers to higher
education. Approximately two-thirds of the recipients of state scholar-
ships enroll in California independent colleges and universities. Thus,
the scholarships provide an opportunity for the intelligent low income
student to attend one of the state's private schools and provide income
to that school ; but, by and large, they do not provide aid of any sort
to those who attend a public institution of higher education. Yet, it
is generally felt that many students need scholarships in the low tui-
tion public segment of higher education, especially since the recent
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rises in student charges in this segment create serious financial hard-
ships for students whose margin of income over expenditures is slight
or nonexistent. On the other hand, while low tuition is not a sub-
stitute for the scholarship to the low income student, scholarships are
not generally thought a feasible alternative to low tuition. Even greatly
expanded scholarship programs are not likely to provide aid to much
more than 25 percent of the student body. Therefore, the student who
is from an average income family and who is average academically
probably is better helped through low student charges.

Finally, it should be noted that scholarship funds are generally going
to families in income groups substantially above average income fami-
lies of the United States. -Whatever the reason, lower economic classes

are not favored in proportion to numbers, abilities or economic status.
Perhaps recent added emphasis on need by both state and federal pro-
grams will partially reverse the past evidence, but there is no evidence
to suggest that scholarships will aid the academically average low in-
come student. Though, historically, scholarships were to aid the very
needy, in recent times the scholarship has evolved to aid only the very
intelligenttoo often this does not include the low income children
who perhaps need the formal educational opportunity the most.

Our study has, we believe, fairly conclusively shown that while schol-
arships to cover such college costs as tuition, fees and books have been
made available by state and federal governments in increasingly large
amounts, the California Legislature has as yet refused to implement
one suggestion relative to student aid initially made by the master
plan survey team in 1960. This proposal was that the state provide
subsistence grants to certain financially needy scholarship winners.
Such a program, for the first year, could be financed with an appro-
priation of approximately $250,000.

We are acutely aware of the often-quoted, tongue-in-cheek comment
of the California student that it is more costly for him to attend the
University of California than Harvard University. Strangely enough,
there is enough truth in this to cause us concern. The comment is

based, of course, upon the fact that the eastern private institution
offers complete subsistence and tuition scholarships to the truly needy
and qualified student, while the California institutions do not. We be-

lieve that our recommendation contains added weight in view of the
rapidly climbing institutional and noninstitutional costs of public
college attendance in this state. This proposal should, we believe, take
precedence over any proposal at the 1967 session to increase scholarship
funds per se. Any such proposal, while desirable, is likely to benefit
more those who have reasonable financial ability while ignoring the low
income students, who are grossly underrepresented in our colleges and
universities at the present time.

The Effects of Tuition in California
Economists generally agree that initial $100 increments in tuition

would have little impact on enrollment in colleges. The demand for
higher education is said to be "inelastic" since a rise in "price" does
not generally equivalently reduce the enrollment. Continued increases
in personal income and student aid would further dilute the impact.
Some support for this "inelasticity" of higher education is found by
the figures in Table 1, which shows increasing percentages in nonresi-
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dent enrollment even though the university increased its nonresident
tuition.. In addition, national surveys indicate the consumer places a
great value on education and is consequently willing to absorb in-
creased costs of such education. However, past growth of public insti-
tutions relative to private institutions does indicate that substantial dif-
ferences in fees do become a crucial factor. Also, the tables in Appendix
B clearly indicate that the percentage of California families financially
unable to meet the expenses of higher education will increase as tuition
is increased. It 'would seem the inelasticity concept of education enroll-
ments is limited, at least with respect to the low income family's child
unable to obtain some form of student aid.

Even though total enrollments may not substantially be affected by
invoking tuition, there is likely to be a change in the social composi-
tion of the student body. Assuming no enlarged scholarship fund, there
will undoubtedly be a "leakage" away from higher education of supe-
rior students from the low financial stratum. Higher student charges
may well deter those with reasonable finances who are somewhat defi-
cient in motivation. Further, there may well be a shift by students
from.curricula leading to modest future incomes to studies having a
much higher future earnings potential. Of course, any of these poten-
tial socioeconomic shifts may be reversed or diluted by any number of
counteracting financial aid programs.

The Coordinating Council for Higher Education has estimated the
probable tuition fee income calculated for an initial $100 increment in
student charges. The estimates are here presented in Table 10.

It can be safely assumed if no tuition or a much lower tuition were
imposed upon the junior colleges, a much lower tuition income would
be derived overall. This is true because lower junior college costs would
multiply the current migration of students to junior colleges for their
first two years.

Table 10

1964 ENROLLMENT ADJUSTED FOR $100 TUITION

University
State

colleges
Junior
colleges

Full-time enrollment '
Less: nonresident enrollment

Resident enrollment
Less: 2 percent "leakage"

Adjusted full-time enrollment
X $100 tuition fee

Part-time enrollment
Less: 2 percent "leakage"

Adjusted part-time enrollment
X $50 tuition fee

Total revenue

71,500
13,000

92,600
5,500

155,300
(unknown)

58,500
1,170

87,100
1,750

155,300
3,100

57,330
$5.7 million

85,360
$8.5 million

152,200
$15.2 million

5,300
100

56,200
1,120

285,600
5,700

5,200
$0.3 million

55,080
$2.8 million

279,900
$14.0 million

$6.0 million $11.3 million $29.2 million

Source: Coordinating,Couneil on Higher Education, "An Evaluation of the Tuition Free Principle in California Public
Higher Education,' May 1905, P. 31.

at

4
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It can also be stated that additional tuition charges would increase

total tuition revenues at a diminishing rate. As the tuition charge in-

creases it is generally agreed that the "leakage" of students from

higher education would increase at an accelerated rate.

The imposition of a tuition charge at public higher education institu-

tions would indoubtedly have some impact on enrollments at the private

colleges and universities. What amount of impact is very speculative in

light of the relatively high median income of Californians, but it can

be safely said that some increase in private school enrollments will

occur as ptiblic school tuition is raised substantially.
It appears clear to the committee from these figures that the im-

position of a tuition in moderate amounts cannot reasonably be consid-

ered as much of a revenue raiser. These figures show that each $100 of

tuition charged would produce no more than $30 million of revenue;

thus a $500 tuition (the highest "moderate" tuition we have seen pro-

posed) would produce only $150 million for the State General Fund.

Considering the substantial amounts that such a tuition would require

be poured back into state expenditures for support of increased student

aid programs, it is obvious that no reasonable man will balance the state

budget from such a source.
This does not, however, rule tuition out as desirable social or educa-

tional policy. With the student population at our state colleges and

universities so heavily tipped in favor of students from families with

money, we believe that tuition might well be looked upon as an equalizer

of educational opportunity. We seriously question, for example, the

continuance of a state policy which subsidizes the education of chil-

dren from well-to-do families when poor students are denied admit-

tance to higher education on financial grounds. A tuition might (and

we emphasize this term, since we have not made a final determination on

the issue) provide for much more equal entry into the system, if it

was combined with substantial waivers and scholarship and subsistence

funds.
Finally, we must devote some attention to the proposal which has

been made in previous sessions of the Legislature for the imposition of

a "deferred tuition-student loan plan." Such a program, as embodied

in AB 600 of the 1965 session, would clearly raise large amounts of

funds by the imposition of what amounts to a user tax imposed upon

the consumers of higher education in California. Clearly too, such a

plan is tuition and a loan program, rolled into a package.

Such a program has serious flaws, we believe, in terms of its effect

upon California society in general and public higher education in par-

ticular. While attractive on its face, the plan would convert, in fact if

not in intent, our public colleges and universities into producers of job

skills, rather than disseminators of knowledge. Because the measure calls

for a student payback of his tuition which will vary depending upon the

cost of his particular education, and the income which he derives from

his employment when he graduates, it could well discourage students

from entering college to pursue areas of knowledge which they want

to pursue, in favor of their enrollment in a program depending upon

its effect on their eventual payback to the state.

For example, because a medical degree is costly to obtain, and its re-

cipient is likely to enter a high-paying profession which would require

from him a maximum payback to the state, might he not instead enroll
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in a curriculum leading to employment in a low- paying profession
such as social workso as to avoid a high payback? What about the
effect of such a plan on the marriage plans of college graduateswould
a male college graduate be as likely to marry a female college graduate
with a $10,000 debt to the state ? Such a plan could, in this sense, con-
stitute a negative dowry.

In short, while the advocates of such a plan are well intentioned, we
believe they have not thoroughly investigated the long-range, non-rev-
enue-producing aspects of their plan. We consequently recommend that
such a proposal be shelved and that instead, study be devoted to a con-
sideration of the equalizing effects of a moderate tuition charge.



STATE LEVEL GOVERNANCE OF JUNIOR COLLEGES

FINDINGS

1. The committee finds that the present administrative structure for
California's 75 junior colleges within the Department of Education is
weak and unable to provide the leadership needed if this vital segment
of the state's higher education system is to assume the role designated
by the Master Plan for Higher Education.

2. It is evident to us that in an attempt to cope with the mounting
state level problems of the public junior colleges, the Department of
Education has done administratively what the Legislature has refused
to appropriate funds to allow the department to do; that is, three sepa-
rate bureaus have been established to deal with junior college affairs.
However, it is apparent that these bureaus cannot begin to solve the
many problems of junior college governance which have emerged since
their creation.

3. We find that the State Board of Education, charged by our stat-
utes with the duty of setting state level policy for the junior colleges,
has neither the time nor apparently the inclination to do the job. As
a last-ditch attempt to keep from losing governance over the junior col-
leges, the state board has established a junior college advisory commit-
tee. This effort is, in our opinion, woefully inadequate in the face of
the leadership needs of the junior colleges.

4. We find that in 1960 the Legislature declared the junior colleges
to be an integral part, not of the public school system, but of higher
education. Yet in nearly every respect California state government still
treats the two-year institutions as if they were bona fide elements of
"lower" education. We believe that leadership to make the changes
necessary to convert the junior colleges to the higher education role
in finance, administration, personnel and curriculum matterswill not
be forthcoming until the colleges have an effective voice in Sacramento
to speak for them. This means that the colleges themselves will have to
make the basic decision as to whether they want to be a part of higher
education, a decision which they have not yet made collectively. A deci-
sion in favor of participation as coequals in California's higher educa-
tion structure will demand divorcing the junior colleges from the locus
of state-level administration for the public schools, namely the state
board and Department of Education.

5. The committee finds that a separate board of governors at the
state level for the junior colleges need not result in a substantive loss
of local autonomy by the two-year institutions. Parenthetically, how-
ever, we have observed that some junior college officials have grown to
enjoy the relative isolation from the State Board of Education which
their institutions experience, an isolation which exists not because the
law does not require state level supervision in various areas, but rather
because the State Board of Education does not have sufficient time to
do the job for the junior colleges required of it by the law.

6. We find that a separate state board for the junior colleges can be
created which will perform the duties presently mandated upon the
State Board of Education with respect to junior colleges without auto-

( 87 )
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matically assuming more control over the local institutions, but provid-ing at the same time needed leadership and a united voice for the col-leges in the councils of higher education in California.
7. The committee has noted that in recent months nearly all state-wide junior college organizations in California, together with the Coor-dinating Council for Higher Education, have voted overwhelmingly infavor of the creation of a separate junior college board at the state level.A study by the Center for Research and Development in Higher Educa-tion of the University of California, Berkeley, commissioned by theCoordinating Council, has proposed the creation of such a board. Thestudy includes the impressive results of a poll taken of junior collegepresidents and administrators, showing that a large proportion of themnow favor a statewide junior college board. At its hearing on this is-sue in 1965 the large majority of the committee's witnesses also ap-proved this concept. Thus, the committee believes that the climate forsuch a proposal is favorable and there is substantial likelihood thatthe 1967 Legislature will favorably consider a well-drafted bill to ac-complish this result.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Committee Recommends That:

The 1967 Legislature favorably consider a bill to establish a separate

Board of Governors for the California Junior Colleges, with such a
body to assume the duties and responsibilities of junior college policy

setting and administration presently vested in the State Board of
Education, such duties and responsibilities to include the following :

A. Centralized research and statewide planning recommendations.

B. Statewide coordination and development of a junior college

system encompassing the entire State of California.
C. District organization.
D. State finance of junior college operational and capital costs.

E. Data collection.
F. Coordination of federal funds for junior colleges, together

with primary responsibility for the development of statewide
plans for the use of federal funds, when required.

G. Representation for the junior colleges on the Coordinating
Council for Higher Education, before the Legislature and the

executive branch.
H. Certification of junior college instructional personnel, so long

as certification requirements are retained for junior college em-
ployees and faculty.

It is our view that local autonomy, exercised by locally elected jun-
ior college boards of trustees, should continue to be operative within

this framework, provided that the new state body shall possess leader-

ship capability in speaking for the junior colleges on policy matters.

The board of governors should be given a budget adequate to enable

it to hire a Chancellor for the Junior Colleges at a rank and salary

equivalent to that of the Director of the Coordinating Council, to-
gether with such staff personnel as the chancellor deems necessary.

The chancellor should be appointed for a four-year term to serve at
the pleasure of the board of governors, and should have the power of

non-civil-service appointments of at least his top three staff assistants.
The remainder of the chancellor's staff should be appointed from civil

service lists.
The committee further recommends that the board of governors be

composed of 10 members, selected by the Governor for 10-year stag-
gered terms (one selection each year) and confirmed by a two-thirds

vote of the State Senate. Such a board should become operative on June

30, 1968, to provide for an orderly and planned transition of powers.
We recommend that the board be selected from among outstanding lay

citizens of California who have a strong interest in the further develop-
ment and improvement of the public junior colleges, and at least five

of whom shall be required to have served in the past as members of

local junior college governing boards in this state.1 The board should

serve without salary but should receive necessary travel and expense

reimbursements.
Assemblyman Flournoy believes this requirement for five members of the new board

to be former junior college board members to be "overly restrictive."

( 89 )
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Finally, we recommend that the legislation which we propose providethat junior college representation on the Coordinating Council for
Higher Education consist of three persons, as follows :

a. One member of the board of governors, chosen annually by theboard.
b. The Chancellor of the California Junior Colleges.
c. One California junior college president, chosen annually by a

statewide junior college organization.

Y



STATE LEVEL GOVERNANCE OF JUNIOR COLLEGES

One of the recurring problems in higher education, which has con-
fronted the Legislature for the last several years, has been that of
providing effective, coequal, state level leadership for the state's 75 jun-
ior colleges. The Master Plan for Higher Education, as embodied in the
Donahoe Act of 1960, contained important new functions and responsi-
bilities for these two-year institutions, and formally enumerated these
schools among the state's higher education system. However, with this
change in role, no similarly far-reaching changes were made by the
Legislature in the methods of administering and providing leadership
to these colleges. Consequently, California today is faced with an anom-
alous situation of having a major segment (and some might say the
major segment) of its higher education system administered as the
grade schools are administered, and by the same people.

In an effort to develop constructive solutions to what might be termed
a "leadership gap," this subcommittee has listened to many experts in
the field of the junior colleges, both at its public hearings in January
1966 and in private discussions. Close attention has been paid by the
subcommittee to the study, recently released by the Coordinating Coun-
cil for Higher Education, by the Center for Research and Development
in Higher Education of the University of California, Berkeley, of the
feasibility and desirability of establishing a separate state board for
the junior colleges. We have been especially interested in watching the
reaction of junior college board members, presidents and administra-
tors to this report, and to the issue generally. We are pleased to report
that all of these groups now seem to be in favor of taking the major
step in the direction of leadership which this subcommittee has inde-
pendently determined is now required : the creation of a state level
board to administer junior college affairs.

The Present Junior College Administrative Structure
The subcommittee has expended some effort in determining the effec-

tiveness of the present state level system of junior college governance in
its desire to determine whether a state level board for junior college was
really desirable. We have been appalled at what we have found. Under
present law, the State Board and Department of Education are re-
sponsible for junior college governance ; however, there is little to indi-
cate that the massive problems of the state's junior colleges take up
more than a fraction of the *hoard's time at its monthly meetings. In
his opening statement at our hearing on this subject the chairman
pointed out :

Several months ago the committee consultant remarked to meI
hope he was kidding but I'm not surethat he placed a recent
agenda for the State Board of Education, which presently sup-
posedly provides state level guidance to the junior colleges, upon
an ordinary weighing scale. He found that this agenda weighed
some 11 pounds ! Sad to say, however, only six pages of this im-
mense documentdealing with the agenda of the State Board of
Educationonly six pages dealt with the junior colleges.

(41)
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The example is illustrative of the lack of attention which junior college
problems receive under the current structure. In a recent attempt to
give the appearance of providing more leadership for these two-year
institutions, the state board established a junior college advisory
panel. However, all the evidence we have seen indicates that this is sim-
ply too little, too late.

Much of the leadership needs of the junior colleges arise from their
new responsibilites for undergraduate academic education, required
under the master plan. As can be seen in the table below, the full-time
enrollment in California junior colleges has increased drastically since
the base year of 1945, and even since the adoption of the master plan in
1960 junior college enrollments have risen by more than 53,000 full-
time students. Comparing these junior college increases with those ex-
perienced by the other segments of higher education, it becomes clear
that the junior colleges have seen the most severe enrollment increase.
Clearly, such important institutions cannot be allowed to fall into a
leadership vacuum and still be expected to fulfill these vital responsi-
bilities.

Previous Legislatures have grappled with the problem of providing
effective state level junior college leadership. Due to a continuing
controversy over the creation of a state board for this purpose, the
1965 Legislature failed to approve funds requested by the Department
of Education to create a new "Division of Junior Colleges" within
that agency. However, we note that upon failure of this legislation
the department proceeded to set up-on an administrative basis-
three separate junior college bureaus, staffed by taking personnel from
departmental bureaus which deal primarily with the grade schools.

The subcommittee has seen no evidence that this move was successful
in providing important new services or guidance to the junior col-

FULL-TIME ENROLLMENTS IN CALIFORNIA HIGHER EDUCATION *

Year
Junior

colleges
State

colleges

University
of

California Private Total

1945 17,406 6,851 18,400 19,661 62,318
1950 56,622 25,369 39,492 41,036 162,521
1955 70,165 33,910 37,035 40,003 181,113
1960 99,783 56,480 46,801 53,785 257,725
1961 112,636 64,099 51,340 57,220 286,223
1962 121,283 71,502 55,775 61,234 310,888
1963 128,221 80,188 61,073 61,618 332,339
1964 152,401 92,454 67,070 64,000 375,425

PROJECTIONS

1970 216,200 134,475 105,150 81,800 537,625
1975 267,100 166,325 125,300 91,100 649,825

The data prior to 1980 are from A Study of the Nab! for Additional Centers of Public Higher Rduearon in California;
those from 1980-1984 are from reports of total and full -time enrollments as prepared by the Department of Finance.
Projections are from CCHE, California's Needs for Additional Centers of Public Higher Education, No. 1014 (Sacra-
mento, December 1984), p. 17.
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leges. We suspect that it may have been motivated largely by a desire
to make some show of activity toward providing for junior college
needs, whether or not they were actually provided for. In any event,
the three new bureaus have served the colleges 'no better than the
previous single bureau served. Stark testimony to this fact was ap-
parent when one witness, one of the few to oppose the creation of a
state level junior college board, appeared before this body and began
to cite per student cost figures for the state's junior colleges. When
he was asked whether he obtained his figures from the Department of
Education he replied that the department had not had the figures avail-
able, and that it was necessary for him to go to the Coordinating
Council for the information.

Considering the vital importance of the junior colleges to Califor-
nia 's higher education scheme, it was instructive to the subcommittee
to consider the numbers of individuals employed by the Department of
Education to provide leadership to this segment of higher education
which presently educates more undergraduates than the University of
California and the state colleges combined. This subcommittee is
acutely aware that numbers of state employees is not a complete
measure of the magnitude of the job done by a state agency, but we
cite the information in the list below because we believe it is useful
to illustrate our point :

PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR JUNIOR COLLEGE
ADMINISTRATION IN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Bureau of Junior College General Education
Dr. John N. Given, Acting Chief
Dr. Carl G. Winter
Mr. Kenneth A. Wood

Bureau of Junior College Administration and Finance
Dr. Gerald D. Cresci, Acting Chief
Dr. Edward H. Lehman
Mr. James J. Gorman
Miss Doris A. Welch

Bureau of Junior College Vocational Technical Education
Mr. Leland P. Baldwin, Acting Chief
Mr. Robert A. Harvey
Mrs. Celeste Mercer
Mrs. Velma Johnston
Mr. John P. Piper
Mr. J. Winston Silva

Thus, it appears that 13 persons out of a state agency employing
more than 2,000 state workers are involved in junior college leadership
and guidance. We can hardly agree that such an organizational struc-
ture constitutes a bold, new approach to junior college problems by
an agency of state government.

Support for the Creation of a Junior College Board
In our study of this issue numerous and varied organizations, and

experts have indicated to the subcommittee their support for the crea-
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tion of a junior college board within state government. The office of
the Legislative Analyst strongly supported such a development when
its representative said :

"For the most part the state has played a passive role in the
development of the junior colleges, leaving the initiative to local
districts. This is particularly true of the State Board of Educa-
tion and the State Department of Education. In recent years the
board has been able to give very little attention to junior college
matters because of the press of its responsibilities with respect
to elementary and secondary levels. Lacking direction from the
board, the department has been unable on its own to provide real
leadership . . .

"Thus there is no effective official body at the state level which
has a daily working relationship with the junior colleges and
which can effectively guide the development of strong instruc-
tional standards, coordinated educational planning and efficient
and effective conduct of the junior college programs with the
state and local tax funds which it makes available. And there
is no official body to effectively represent the junior college before
the Legislature and in their relations with other state agencies."

Having thus outlined clearly the weaknesses of the present system, the
analyst proceeded to outline the three major proposals which have
been advanced to assist the junior colleges : (1) the creation of a new
"Division of Junior Colleges" within the Department of Education ;
(2) such a new division, coupled with a special advisory committee on
junior college affairs, composed of members of various junior college
organizations; and (3) the creation of a state level junior college
board. The analyst commented :

"In our opinion, the first two (suggestions) are intended largely
to preserve the status quo, for as long as the present State Board
of Education remains as the governing body . . . there will be
no real opportunity for leadership at the state level . . .

"In our opinion the opponents of proposals to create a separate
board fail to see that the junior colleges have become more than
just local institutions intended to serve only the immediate com-
munity in which they are located.

"The inability of the State Board of Education to deal as
effectively with junior college matters as with elementary and
secondary school affairs has been evident for some timed If there
is to be greater state leadership on a continuing basis, then a
change is inevitable. (Emphasis ours) . . .

"We therefore recommend the establishment of a state board for
junior colleges . . ."

Support for this proposal was also received from one of the major
faculty organizations representing the junior colleges. The representa-tive of this organization supported the creation of a state board onthe basis of the inability of the State Board of Education to devote
much time to junior college affairs. This witness pointed out that:

61.
. . the State Department of Education has only a small staff

devoting itself to junior college education. It appears that only
routine junior college business consumes all of the available time
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of this inadequate staff which has resulted in no time for creative
thinking and planning to enable junior colleges throughout the
state to do better what they are doing well today."

The witness also noted the situation which members of this subcom-
mittee have oftentoo oftenbeen confronted with when junior col-
lege legislation is pending. .The lack of a clear, unified voice represent-
ing these institutions has, in our view, been a major roadblock to the
enactment of much needed junior college legislation. The conflicting
claims and counterclaims, the disputed figures and effects of certain
bills, emanating from many of the individual 75 junior colleges, com-
bine to lead many legislators to seriously doubt whether any legisla-
tion affecting junior colleges should be approved. Obviously, a state
level junior college board, speaking with one voice for, and representa-
tive of, these varied institutions could make a clearer and more effective
impact on and presentation before the Legislature.

Finally, the study done for the Coordinating Council by Dr. Leland
L. Medsker and Dr. George W. Clark of the Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education, which was completed after this sub-
committee's public hearings on this subject, bear close scrutiny. The
study, which was received by the Coordinating Council for Higher Edu-
cation in the fall of 1966, concluded :

"In the final analysis, then there appear to be indications that
a separate board would be advisable from the standpoint of what
it could do for junior colleges. Perhaps its most important mission
would be to take the lead in planning for these institutions in a
state where the magnitude of operations is as great as it is in Cali-
fornia."

More important to this subcommittee than the conclusions reached
in this study, however, arc the figures obtained by the researchers who
polled various segments of California which are concerned with the
junior colleges, in an effort to determine the acceptability of a state
junior. college board. Generally, these show a wide acceptance from all
groups for the idea of such a board, provided that it retains no more
powers than those which presently reside in the State Board of Educa-
tion.

We have reproduced in Appendix C to this report several of the
tables from the Medsker report in which the responses of the junior
college community were tabulated. Suffice it to say at this point that :

Nearly half (45.9 percent) of the 1,285 junior college staff mem-
bers in California believe that a separate state board for junior colleges
should be established. Only 10 percent indicated that the status quo
should remain.

51 of the 70 junior college thief administrative officers in the state
favored a separate junior college board.

17 percent of the junior college governing board members, in 1965
prior to the reorganization of the Department of Education into three
junior college bureaus, believed that a separate board at the state
level should be established, and an additional 22 percent favored sueh a
board if it were merely advisory to the State Board of Education. Since
that time the junior college section of the California School Boards
Association has formally proposed the creation of a separate board.
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Most importantly, the large majority of legislators of both politi-
cal parties interviewed by the researchers favored a state junior college
board.

In reaction to the Medsker report, the Coordinating Council, which
commissioned it in September 1966, adopted a resolution endorsing the
concept of a separate board for junior colleges, although not suggesting
a specific makeup for the body.

On the basis of these expressions of support for this important new
proposal, and the support shown for it by the research cited, this sub-
committee has concluded that it is feasible and desirable for a state
board for junior colleges to be established by legislation in 1967, and
we strongly urge the Legislature to take such action.

The Subcommittee Proposal
Our proposal may be simply summarized as representing what we

feel to be the best aspects of the legislation proposed in the Medsker
study, together with suggestions offered by the California School
Boards Association and other individuals and organizations. Initially,
we believe that the authorizing statute should attempt to spell out, gen-
erally, the duties of a state board for junior colleges. This cannot be ac-
complished in detail until a comprehensive legal description of the pres-
ent duties and responsibilities of the State Board of Education which
pertain to junior colleges is obtained. The subcommittee, in response to
a request from the Coordinating Council, has requested such a legal
digest from the Legislative Counsel Bureau.

A. Centralized statewide research concerning junior college prob-
lems and programs.

B. Responsibility for statewide junior college planning, including
formation and enlargement of junior college districts and or-
ganization.

C. Responsibility for anlayzing the effectiveness of state opera-
tional and capital financing of local junior college operations,
and for recommending changes therein.

D. Collection of statistical data relating to junior colleges.
E. Planning for, and use of, federal funds for junior colleges, with

particular emphasis toward the application of such funds in co-
ordination with state and local moneys, so that funds are se-
lectively applied to the areas of greatest need.

F. Certification of junior colleges and junior college instructional
personnel.

G. Representation of junior colleges and junior college interests
on the Coordinating Council, before the Governor and before
the Legislature.

Such a generalized listing of major responsibilities, together with
language granting to such a board all those duties pertaining to junior
colleges presently exercised by the State Board of Education, should
provide for a strong state agency but still protect the proper interests of
local junior college boards to develop their schools in a way which will
meet the needs of the particular communities which they serve. In this
sense, there is no legitimate issue of "local control" involved in our
recommendation. We merely recommend the transfer and eentraliza-
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tion of existing duties to another, stronger and better staffed state
agency, more in sympathy with junior college needs.

We suggest that such a board be entitled "The Board of Governors
for the California Junior Colleges," thus rejecting the suggestion that
we substitute the term "community" for "junior." We have concluded
that these institutions are clearly still colleges which are in a real sense
"junior" to the University of California and the state colleges, in that
they offer a two-year program in contrast to a four-year, degree-grant-
ing program. At the same time, the junior colleges can no longer be
looked upon as merely "community" colleges, since many of them are
now regional and serve much larger areas. Truly, the junior colleges arc
of statewidenot communitywideconcern, and fulfill a vital state
role. They should remain "junior" colleges.

With regard to the composition of such a board, we propose the crea-
tion of a 10-member body, with all members to be appointed by the
Governor for 10-year terms and confirmed by a two-thirds vote of the
Senate. Under this plan, one board term would expire every year. With
the long, staggered terms which we propose, it would be virtually im-
possible for any one Governor to appoint all the members of the board.

We recommend that such a board become operative no latei than
June 30, 1968, in order to provide for an orderly transition of powers
and duties from the State Board of Education, but we suggest that the
members might well be selected in advance of this date so that they may
become acquainted with their duties. Board of Governors members
should serve without pay, but the legislation should provide that they
receive necessary and actual per diem and travel allowances, in a man-
ner similar to the present State Board of Education. In order to
insure that persons knowledgeable in junior college affairs will be well
represented on the new board, our recommendation includes a provision
that at least one-half (5) of the board members be required to have
served in the past on local junior co:lege governing boards in Califor-
nia, although none of them should be members at the time they assume
a seat on the new state board. Such a proposal is consistent with a sim-
ilar proposal which the full Assembly Committee on Education has
made with respect to the composition of the State Board of Education,
and should further insure that the board of governors will not encroach
upon local autonomy of junior college district boards.

Our recommendations include provisions relative to the powers of
the board of governors to appoint an administrative officera Chan-
cellor for the Junior Collegesto serve at the pleasure of the board for
a four-year term. The chancellor should have the authority to hire
exempt from civil service requirementshis top three assistants, while
the remainder of the board's staff should be composed of civil service
appointments. To make sure that an individual of the highest quality
is selected by the board of governors as chancellor, it is essential that the
pay of that official be set so as to attract the best of the few junior col-
lege experts that can be found in the nation. Hence, the salary of this
official should be at least equivalent to that of the Director of the Coor-
inating Council for Higher Education, which would still place his
compensation considerably below the salaries of the administrative
officers of the junior college's two copartners in higher education :
the university and the state colleges.

J
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Lastly, our legislation calls for the junior colleges to be represented
on the Coordinating Council for Higher Education by three persons, as
follows :

A. One member of the board of governors, chosen annually by
that board.

B. The chancellor.
C. One California junior college president, chosen annually by a

statewide association of junior college officials and board mem-
bers and ratified by the board governors.

Such representation should give strong voice to the new board and
its chief officer, while preserving the seat presently held on the Coordi-
nating Council by the chief state junior college association. In addition,
the voice of the junior colleges will be more uniformly heard in the
state since the same spokesmen for these institutions on their state
board will also serve on the Coordinating Council.

In our view, the case has been clearly made for the establishment of a
State Board for Junior Colleges, which will fulfill the goal of elevation
of these vital schools as coequals in the partnership of higher education
with the state-operated institutions which was foreseen in the master
plan. Enactment of a proposal such as we suggest, the broad concepts of
which have already been almost universally accepted by the junior col-
lege community, can become one of the leading achievements of the
1967 Legislature.



THE FUNCTIONS OF TEACHING AND RESEARCH
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

FINDINGS
The Committee Finds That:

1. Increasing proportions of professional time are devoted to re-
sear 3h as contrasted with classroom instruction in institutions of higher
education.

2. The academic marketplace in California and the nation makes
research activities more lucrative than teaching.

3. Professors in the sciences and social scioices are able to obtain
additional income for summer projects in research.

4. Most faculty members wish to devote even more time to research
and less time to teaching and administration than is presently the case.

5. There is little if any distinction made between first rate research
and second rate research.

6. The term "research" varies greatly in meaning and interpreta-
tion. "Instructional research," largely connected with scientific labo-
ratory work, seems to be an important teaching aid when it involves
students directly. This is in sharp contrast to research in professional
academic achievement which does not involve the student, but which
often results in impractical, pedantic treatises, which, though pub-
lished, usually perish.

7. There is little if any distinction made between first and second
rate teaching.

8. Undergraduate class sizes in our colleges and universities have
increased in order to maintain or lower faculty teaching loads within
restricted budrts.

9. Personal contact between undergraduate and teacher has seri-
ously deteriorated.

10. Prestige in teaching is frequently measured by the grade level
of the courses taught.

11. The proportion of the age group enrolled in graduate instruc-
tion is approximately equal to the proportion of the age group enrolled
as undergraduates a generation ago.

12. The growth in undergraduate enrollment has been considerably
greater than the growth in resources allocated to this function.

(49)



RECOMMENDATIONS
The Committee Recommends That:

1. The Legislature should enact a concurrent resolution asking the
regents and the trustees to create financial incentives to reward su-
perior teaching. Such incentives should be awarded on a permanent
(although revocable) basis, and they should not be less than $1,000
per year apiece.

2. The regents, by concurrent resolution should be requested, and
the trustees by statute should be directed, to require a full 12-hour
teaching load for one year in every seven for any professor.'

3. The university and the state colleges should be asked to create
permanent committees for the assessment of research in terms of
quality and utility. Such committees should be directed to report to
the Coordinating Council for Higher Education at appropriate inter-
vals.

4. The university should adopt rules for granting a doctor of arts
degree (all Ph.D. requirements except the dissertation' and establish
employment rules guaranteeing equal status of the ..A. with the
Ph.D.2

5. Employment and retention policies should be shank d to permit
the permanent employment of above superior teachers, regardless of
their publications or degrees.

6. The Coordinating Council should be directed to develop a coopera-
tive program for the exchange of teachers on an annual or biennial
basis among the state colleges, the junior colleges, and the university
campuses. Such exchanges should not necessarily be limited to public
institutions, and for this purpose all credential laws for junior col-
leges should be waived.

7. For outstanding teachers in the state there should be established,
by statute and special appropriation, a number of special and perma-
nent stipends. These awards should be known as "Governor's Pro-
fessorships" and should move with the individual so long as he re-
mains a teacher in the state. The awards should be made on institutional
recommendation of the regents, trustees and junior college boards.

Assemblyman Flournoy states : "I believe a 12-hour teaching load is excessive, and
greater than, normal practice at major universities."

'Relative to this recommendation, Assemblyman Flournoy dissents and comments: '1
strongly disagree. In many institutions the dissertation is the only distinction be-
tween the M.A. and the Ph.D. I see no reason why the proposed D.A. and the Ph.D.
should be accorded equal status, since one would require, in my judgment, at least
one Year less graduate effort than the other."

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK- NOT. FILMED
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THE FUNCTIONS OF TEACHING AND RESEARCH

IN HIGHER EDUCATION

THE QUALITY OF TEACHING IS STRAINED

On August 18 of 1966, the Assembly Education Subcommittee on
Higher Education met in San Francisco to consider the issue of in-
structional quality in our public institutions of higher edueation. More
precisely, the issue involved the inereasing tendency of research activi-
ties to detract from the traditional emphasis on classroom instruction at
the state colleges and university campuses.

The committee has concluded that the problems resulting from a
basic change in American values (toward higher education) are not
subject to simplified explanation or mire. Specifically, we would reject
an oversimplification reminiscent of certain eonspiraey theoriesthat
the reduction of attention paid to undergraduates is some kind of
malevolent plot by authorities. We would agree that within limits, col-
lege and university authorities have attempted to provide programs
aimed at improving the classroom instructional program.

In the past generation or so, it has become the fashion that a high
school graduate will attend college. That many will never be gradu-
ated is attested to by recent statistics showing only about a quarter of
the age group achieving this goal. Even this figure, however, is far, far
greater than that which was obtained during the last, relatively peaee-
ful period in our history, the middle twenties.

The issue of teaching and research is further complicated by the fact
that unlike elementary and secondary education, those involved in
higher educationboth students and facultyoperate in an environ-
ment which has little relation to the niceties of state boundary lines.
Our institutions of higher learning operate in a truly national environ-
ment which California, itself, can influence to some extent, but not
control.

In somewhat the same manner as corporate and government officers
move from state to state as an integral part of a career, the university
professor is likewise career-oriented. The interstate character of faculty
positions is in no way different than these other leading sectors of the
economy, and no reminiscence of bygone eras will resurrect the insti-
tution-oriented professor of the past.

Above and beyond personnel matters, there is a complex of funda-
mental political questions which affect the quality of instruction in
higher education. On the one hand, there is constant demand for signi-
ficant expansion of educational opportunity in higher education. But at
the same time, there is an equal demand for limiting governmental ex-
pend i t u res.

These two widely pervasive forces are totally antithetical, yet both
major political parties have reflected these "grass roots" desires to one
extent or another.

.

We note with considerable trepidation the emergence of post doctoral
study as an incipient institution by itself. And we would question
whether the necessity for additional study is imperative, or whether
this novelty is, in fact, a necessary method for drawing distinctions

( 68 )
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among the holders of doctorates. Indeed, whether postdoctoral study is
not a supergraduate school necessitated by the Beeline and fall of the
master's degree and perhaps a slow erosion of the doctorate should be
closely examined by higher educators and legislators.

In testimony given at our hearing, it was repeatedly said by officials
of the University of California that research activity is part and parcel
of the teaching process. We note, however, that almost all witnesses we
heard were representatives of the natural sciences or mathematics, and
that the committee was not presented with the views of humanists or
social scientists.

As a direct parallel, we note that most research funds are devoted to
the natural sciences, with some being reserved for social science. Vir-
tually nothing is available for research in the humanities.

It is true that substantial amounts of money are necessary to pur-
chase the equipment needed in scientific research, but it does not follow
extra stipends are equally necessary.

It is documented in the 1962 research of Harold Orlans' that paid
summer positions arc widely available to natural and social scientists
for research activities, and it is likewise stated that virtually nothing
is available to the humanities. The committee would point out that the
effect of this system is to drive teachers into their own research, simply
in order to qualify for future Hamner grants. Thus, while the summer
project does not directly detract from teaching, it surely does so in-
directly.

John Fischer, writing in Harper's (February 1965), put it this
way:

tt.
. . our whole system is now rigged against good teaching. No

faculty member (with rare exceptions) is rewarded if he teaches
well, or punished if he doesn't. On the contrary, all the incen-
tives are arranged to divert him away from teaching, no matter
how strong a vocation he may have for it, and to penalize him if
he wastes too much time on mere students."

Still, we in California cannot reverse a national practice, even if we
wanted to. Our career-minded professors would simply leave the state.

Conversely, there are no substantial programs for rewarding work
in the classroom. Occasionally, we hear of citations for teaching ex-
cellenee, but few of these carry continuing monetary rewards. The
quality of teaching is (Idled an immeasurable intangible, and the prob-
lem is dismissed as insoluble.

Tn this context, the committee would point out that little evaluation
of research is attempted either. The staff has made available to the
committee a study by the Oregon School Study Council in 1960.2 Al-
though the particular subject is an analysis of past research on class
size, this is not material to the present subject. What is material, and
somewhat amazing is that the Oregon study found nearly three-fourths
of the past research in this area to be scientifically invalidwhich is to
say that the expenditure of time and money in this area has resulted in
little more than an addition to bibliographies. Hence, we would ques-
tion whether research activity should be taken at face value for promo-
tion purposes when no system for evaluating the research exists. It
I Orlans, Harold, The Meets of Federal Programs on Higher Education, Brookings In-

stitution, Washington, D.C., 1962, 061 pages.
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would seem to us, as laymen, that one "Origin of Species," or "Prin.
cipia Mathematiea" is worth 10,000 articles of !emir light in scholarly
journals.

However, the committee believes that there arc sound substantial
reasons why faculty members express their preference for more re-
search time. We believe it is a primary method by which some faculty
members can avoid the paradox of public demands for more educational
opportunity without equivalent; expansion of educational expenditures.

Since the middle 1920's the enrollment in California public institu-
tions of higher learning has grown very rapidly. Whereas, the Univer-
sity of California enrolled approximatly 15,000 students 40 years ago,
the University has now approaelied the 90,000 mark. This is twice the
rate of growth in the general population at least. The state college sys-
tem has similarly grown from a group of teaehers' colleges enrolling
5,000 to 8,000 into it total system of over 170,000 students. At the junior
college level, the fantastic growth from 8,000 to 320,000 has been pos-
sible only because of lower per-student costs, both in operating costs and
in out-of-pocket costs to the students personally.

Part of the increased cost of education has been met by higher state
and Weal expenditures of tax revenues. Nevertheless, a substantial part
of the added costs has been subsidized by relatively lower rewards for
teachers in the colleges and universities. On a national scale, total ex-
penditures (including research) increased from about one-half of 1
percent of national income in 1929-30 to 13 percent in 1963-64. This
is a fair measure since it takes account of depreciated dollar values
over the span of time.

It is easily seen that a mere tripling of expenditures cannot maintain
the past standards of faculty remuneration, an.: in this situation, it
seems reasonable to conclude that individual faculty members have
turned to publication and research stipends in order to regain their
former relative standard of living.

To quote from Harold Or lans:
"It is our thesis that federal research programs, acting in concert
with other edueational forces, have reduced the time that senior uni-
versity faculty devote to undergraduates and informal faculty con-
taets with students, and, in general, have attenuated the personal
aspects of undergraduate education at the great universities."

In a more polemical article, a past leader of the Free Speech Move-
ment has written in ihrrper'ss that:

"Given these economic facts of life, each faculty member must
choose to be primarily it teacher or primarily a researcher; there is
not enough time to do both jobs adequately."

One can judge the trends in financing higher education by reference
to increases for general and organized research functions. The 1966
Statistical Abstract shows an increase in the gross national product
from 1930 to 1966 of some $469 billion, approximately sixfold at
constant prices.

Higher education expenditures increased thirteenfold, but within
this broad category, organized research increased 78 times while other

*October *68.
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expenditures increased only elevenfold. The bulk of the growth in or-
ganized research is due to federal subvention, although there is increas-
ing pressure for additional support from the state budget.

The distinction between research and teaching, however, is only one,
method of creating prestige within a System. Or lans reports that the
grade level of tenehing is equally valued by those within the profession.
In ascending order, the upper division teaeher outranks lower division.
Graduate professors have status over undergraduate professors, and
we suppose that the prospect of having professors for postdoctoral stu-
dents will add to the ladder.

This is unfortunately, the same attitude that high sehool teachers
take, vis-h-vis elementary teachers. As a counter, the Legislature in
recent, years has passed several laws which, ineidentally, create addi-
tional status for the elementary teachers. That is, the Legislature,
through treasures designed to reduce class size in the primary grades
and provide specialist reading teachers in these grades, has, in effect,
ignored opposite trends within the school system and provided both
additional prestige and support for, the elementary teacher.

However, the governance of the state colleges and university earn-
puses is through the State Boards of 'Regents and Trustees, and it is in
the nature of higher education that the Legislature should not inter-
fere directly in such matters. There is no compulsory attendance law
for college.

Although it does not seem appropriate now for the Legislature to
enter into administrative problems in higher education, it cannot be
ignored that the ultimate appeal of the people is to the Legislature,
within the limits of the Constitut ion.

In 1960, through the Donahoe Act, more popularly known its the
Master Plan for Higher Education, the Legislature established a
guideline for entrance to the university arid state colleges. To-
gether, these institutions have the responsibility for educating the
highest, one-third of the high school graduating class.

We are presently graduating 200,000 high school seniors annually.
In the most recent decade, as shown by Sanders and Palmer, initial
enrollment in all higher education has grown from 42 percent of the
age group to 54 percent. Their report also shows a current graduation
rate (bachelor's degrees) of approximately 15 percent of the group.

In this situation, some of the current problems relating to high class
sizes, less personal contact between student and teacher, and others,
may be accidental functions of a campus crowded with students who
have no real ambition to complete the work for a degree. In the mean-
time, they add to the impersonality of the campus as long as they
stay.

Again, it may be the fault of the individual campus authorities
that some unqualified students are admitted, even though they possess
the prima facie certification of a high school diploma with high grades.

(For a discussion of the high school diploma, see the final report
of the Subeommittee on School Currieulum and Pupil Achievement.)

We note that throughout our hearing, representatives of the Univer-
sity of California invariably referred to their colleagues as "Dr. ."
This may be a small point, but it seems to retied the changing attitude
within academic circles. It would appear that the traditional title of
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"Professor y., ," which implies a teaching function, is fast, dis-
apearing.

Turning to the past, salons of administrators in Irigher education,
the committee was 11110110 to diseerti any substantial programs aimed
at creating prestige for the teaching funetion. The use of teaching
assistants in lower division eourses has been justified On a cost; ac-
counting basis, apparently without muelt eonsideration being given
to the indirect effect the practice has on full-time roundly assigned
to lower division courses.

We note with amazement the extent, to which the use of teaching
assistants can go, as seen by Or lans (page 71) :

"Many graduate students are simply (arid unwillingly) forced to
serve. As the chairan of one of the nation's great chemistry
departments put it. 'We've come to the point where we're just
brutal about it we tell the students you've got to tench,' 'Flue
obligation is usually for one term, but sometimes one year."

Another significant, action of administration is the preparation of
annual budgets for submission to the Legislature. It has been the
policy of the Legislature in past years not to question the purposes for
which funds are requested. However, the university and the state
eolleges should be aware that the Legislature is not indifferent to
these expenditures and their purposes, merely because we choose to
respect the independence of the institutions.

As an illustration, we find that the Legislature Imdgeted some $9.7
million for the university in the 1922 23 biennium. On au annual
basis, and revised for 1957-59 price levels, this amounts to an annual
appropriation of about $8 million for an enrollment of 14,000 students.

In comparison, the Legislative Analyst reported state support, for
teaching at the University during 1964 65 at a $45.3 million level.
adjusted to about $41 million on the same price index. This amount
served some 80,000 students.

Although there is no vast difference in these comparisons on the
surface, there appears to be evidence that expenditures on the teaching
function have remained stable, while &trim; the same interval, non-
fedet.al expenditures on research alone have risen substantially.

Hence there is every reason for the conclusion that new moneys will
be asked for research activities, and the wise professor will prepare
himself accordingly.

The committee received a communication from Dr. Frank Kidner of
the University of California, subsequent to our, hearing in San Fran-
cisco. Dr. Kidner, supplied us with various statistics shown in Ap-
pendix D.

We would point out that, in the past four years, the university en-
rollment has increased some :16.3 percent, while the teaching staff
increased 32.7 peeent and the researeh staff increased 38.0 perc,,m.t.

The differences here may not seem threatening, but we would point
out that over a period of years, small percentages grow into large
numbers. In the public school system, for instance, a slow erosion of
the administrator- teacher ratio has accumulated during the past gen-
eration to the point where we now have one certificated person out-
side the classroom for every seven in it.
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AU of our observations heretofore seem to lead to but one general
conclusion. The total system Of higher education has taken on a strik-
ingly different, diameter than it had it generation ago.

A college education is no longer the private preserve of a social
stratum or an intelleetual elite, The base is much broader and has
been supported in the Intuit, of greater equality of educational oppor-
tunity. Consequently, the small minority of highly gifted students can-
not expeet the, intimate personal assoeiations once common.

Furthermore, the 1905 report, of Sanders and Palmer 4 for the State
Scholarship Commission advocates even broader participation in higher
(education through inereased scholarships and subsistence payments.

" It, is uniniNtlikable Mild We have reached It point in the economic
and social development, of California where the iiiterest of the pub-
lic requires that semndstry and higher eduentin become increas-
ingly available to all sectors of society."

Ilowever, we (10 riot think this neeessarily implies an aided surrender
to the "factory system." We believe that the faculty, trustees, regents,
and administrators in higher education and should, take, dramatie
steps to preserve as much of the student-teacher relationship and the
respect for classroom teaching as is possible.

Faculty members should realize that its eduentional opportunity is
broadened, their own former elite status is diluted. The flight, from
teaching to research is no answer. Rather, the committee is impressed
by Professor n approach to individualizing instruction at
University of California, Berkeley.

We think the administrators in higher education should give more
than lip service to reform in higher education. We think their concern,
if it is genuine, should be reflected in proposed budgets which clearly
underwrite an emphasis in this directioneven if this means a propor-
tionate ',eduction in requests for additional research monies.

We have suggested several proposals which we believe would add to
the instructional climate without denying the legitimate role of re-
search activity.

First., we urge the regents and the trustees to create financial incen-
tives for outstanding teaching. Theme should not be limited to one year
awards, but should provide the sort of permanent increase such that re-
search activity is relatively less rewarding.

Secondly, we would ask for an entire reexamination of promotion
policies. We (Atha believe that specific and constant research activity
is absolutely a prerequisite of effective teaching. We think Plato would
agree, although perhaps not Aristotle.

We think that effectiveness in undergraduate, and even graduate
instruction, is reason enough for permanent status, and that depart-
mental personnel policies should make this crystal clear. We do not, be-
lieve that a list of minor, publications is evidence of much more than
tenacity.

In this regard, we would urge the faculty and administration to
undertake a general review of research activity in an effort to assess
quality and to eliminate unnecessary support for academic trivia.
Flanders, .1. Edward, and Palmer, flans (1, The Vimmelal 'Harrier I() Higher Mune-

Mon Ira California, Pomona Cohost), Claremont. 1005; 295 Phlt09.
Tussman, Joseph. &lea Committees on Education, "Education at Berkelory," Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley, 1900, 228 Dam.
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STATEMENT OF
ASSEMBLYMAN JOHN L. E. COLLIER

I strongly disagree with the committee's conclusions concerning
tuition, And, too, I have reservations about other conclusions reached
in the report.

(02)
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APPENDIX A

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-1986 REGULAR (GENERAL) SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 2830
7,...11111111.1.1..

Introduced by Assemblyman Soto

April 21, 1965

ILICF'ERILED TO COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

An act to add Chapter 4.5 (commencing with Section 31261)
to Division 22 of the Education Code, relating to scholar-
ships, and making an appropriation therefor.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SucTiroN 1. Chapter 4.5 (commencing with Section 31261)
is added to Division 22 of the Education Code, to read :

CHAPTER 4.5. Commim OPIJOUTUIsIlTY GRANT
SCIIIOLARKIIW PROGRAM

312(;1. The Legislature finds and declares that because of
financial and home and community environmental conditions
iiuinerous high school graduates with the potential for success
in college are unable to pursue a higher education or take
advantage of present scholarship programs. it further recog-
nizes that to effectively combat the forces which prevent these
students from pursuing a higher education different programs

LEGISLATIVE COIINSEL'S DIGEST
All 2880, us 'introduced, Soto (Ed.). State scholarship grants.
Adds Ch. 4.5 (commencing with Sec. 312(31), Div. 22, Ed.C.
Creates a. State Competitive Scholarship Program to be known as "College Op-

portunity Grant Scholarship Program," a pilot demonstration- program primarily
CO provide scholarships to selected needy students who ere riot able to avail them-
selves .of present state competitive scholarships by the use of conventional selection
methods and whose potential for success has been attested to by competent and
recognised authorities.

Provides for 250 scholarships for each of the fiscal years, 1900-07, 1907-08,
1008-09, and 1909-70.

Appropriates $00,000 for purposeS of administration.

( 05 )
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and methods must be tried. There is hereby created a state
competitive scholarship program to be known as the " College
Opportunity Grant Scholarship Prbpam." It is the purpose
of this program to piovide financial assistance for under-
graduate study to selected students who are not able to avail
themselves of present state competitive scholarships by the use
of conventional selection methods, pursuant to Chapter 3 (com-
mencing with Section 31201) of this division, but whose po-
tential for success has been attested to by competent and recog-
nized authorities.

31262. The College Opportunity Grant Scholarship Pro-
gram shall be a pilot demonstration program to assist students
who are disadvantaged, by utilizing experimental methods and
subjective judgments as well as conventional selection methods.

31263. The College Opportunity Grant Scholarship Pro-
gram shall be administered by the State Scholarship Commis-
sion.

31264. There shall be available 250 scholarships in each of
the fiscal years 1966-67, 1967-68, 1968-69, and 1969-70, and
the recipients of such scholarships shall be eligible for renewal
of their awards until they have completed an A.B. degree in
conformance with the terms prescribed by, the State Scholar-
ship Commission, which terms shall not be in conflict with this
chapter.

31265. To be eligible for a scholarship under this chapter,
a student shall meet all of the following :

(a) Be a student who comes within the requisites specified
in Section 31261.

(b) Be in need of financial assistance to attend college under
present scholarship requirements as well as in need of assist-
ance for room, board and books.

(c) Have demonstrated good citizenship and character.
(d) Have graduated from high school within one year of the

date of his application.
(e) Be a resident of the State of California.
(f) Be a citizen of the United States or have been admitted

to permanent residence.
(g) Enroll in a California college accredited by the Western

Association of Schools and Colleges as a full-time under-
graduate student.

31266. Scholarships awarded wider this chapter shall be
in amounts not in excess of the cost of tuition, room and board,
and books at the college the student will attend. If the stu-
dent receives a federal scholarship under any act of Congress
the amount of the scholarship awarded under this chapter
shall be decreased by the amount of the federal scholarship
awarded. The California State Scholarship Commission shall
contract with a college or colleges in California which are
accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Col-
leges for an intensive eight-week college preparatory course
prior to the initial enrollment of each student who receives a
scholarship. Each student shall as a condition to utilizing his
scholarship attend and successfully complete such college pre-
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paratory course in conformance with the terms prescribed by
the State Scholarship Commission which terms shall not be in
conflict with this chapter.

31267. The State Seholaiship Commission shall submit, to
the Legislature at its 1969 Regular Session, and at each regular
session thereafter until the program under this chapter is com-
pleted, an evaluation of the operation of the College Oppor-
tunity Grant Scholarship Program. The commission shall not
award any additional scholarships for any fiscal years other
than those specified in Section 31264 unless there is specific
authorization by the Legislature to continue the awarding
of college opportunity grant scholarships pursuant to this
chapter.

31268. The commission is hereby authorized to accept and
receive any federal funds made available under any act of
Congress for purposes of this chapter, and to participate in
any federal program under such act Of Congress in order to
secure such funds. The commission shall assist any person
eligible for a scholarship under this chapter to secure or
obtain any federal scholarship which a person might be eligible
to receive for purposes of this chapter.

SEC. 2. There is hereby appropriated from the. General
Fund in the State Treasury to the State Scholarship Commis-
sion the sum of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) for the ad-
ministration of Chapter 4.5. (commencing with Section 31261)
of Division 22 of the Education Code.

0
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APPENDIX B

TAILS 1

THOSE WHO FALL BELOW REQUIRED FAMILY INCOME
UNDER ALTERNATIVE TUITION LEVELS *

A. Parent Supported Students t
University of California

Tuition level

Resident students Commuter students

Family
contribu-

tion

Required
family

income*

Percent
unable to

pay
college
costs

Family
contribu.'

tion

Required
family

incomes

Percent
unable to

pay
college
costs

$100 $1,400 $10,000 29 $900 $8,000 36200 1,500 10,500 32 1,000 8,500 40300 1,600 11,000 35 1,100' 9,000 44400 1,700 11,250 37 1,200 9,250 46500 1,800 11,500 38 1,300 9,750 50600 1,900 12,000 41 1,400 10,000 52

California State Colleges

Tuition level Resident students
' ' Commuter students

.

$100 $1,250 $9,500 37 $800 $7,500 32200 1,350 10,000 40 900 8,000 37300 1;450 . 10,500 44 1,000 8,500 41400 1,550 10,750 46 1,100 9,000 46500 1,650 11,000 49 1,200 9,250 48600 1,750 11,500 52 1,300 9,750 52

Amming $1,700 residence cost and $1,200 commuter cost at University of California, and $1,550 residence cost and# .1 100 commuter coot at California State Colleges.
All estimate.s are for undergraduates.

t Assuming family contributions toward college cost according to college scholarship service standards for a two-childfamily and a $400 contribution from the student from summer and term-time earnings.t Net Income before taxes. Families below this level have some financial need.
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B. Self-Supporting Students
University of California

Tuition level

Resident students commuter students

Required
contribution
and income

Percent unable
to pay

college costs

Required
contribution
and income

Percent unable
to pay

college costs

$100 $1,800 10.0 $1,300 2.3
200 1,900 10.5 1,400 2.4
300 2,000 11.0 1,500 3.0
400 2,100 12.0 1,600 3.2
500 2,200 13.0 1,700 3.4
600 2,300' 14.0 1,800 3.6

California State Colleges

Tuition level Resident students Commuter students

$100 $1,650 7.5 $1,200 .5
200 1,750 8.0 1,300 .5
300 1,850 8.5 1,400 .5
400 1,950 9.0 1,500 .5
500 2,000 9.0 1,600 .5
600 2,100 9.5 1,700 1.0

Source: "Study of Student Aid in California," Staff of the State Scholarship Commission.
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APPENDIX C

TAM I
LOCATION, GROUPING OF SERVICES AT STATE LEVEL:

JUNIOR -COLLEGE STAFF VIEWS
(Staff N=1285 from 12 Junior Colleges)

Which of the following arrangements
do you favor for California junior colleges? Nutaber Percent

1. Continue under theState Board of Education with a reorgan-ization of the Department of Education which would bringtogether all department services for junior colleges within oneadministrative agency
132 10.2

2. Continue under the State Board of Education with a specialadvisory council for junior colleges and a reorganization of theDepartment of Education which would bring together all de-partment services for junior colleges within one administra-tive agency
330 25.8

3. Establish a new separate State Hwy.-4%r Junior Colleges withan appropriate professional and clerical staff 589 45.9
4. Other:

38 2.9
5. No opinion and blank

196 15.2

Totals
1,285 100!.0

Source: Medskee, Leland, L. and Clark, Geo. W., Slak-Lerel Governance of California Junior College:, CoordinatingConnell foe Meer Education, August 1960.
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EARLE 11

STRUCTURE, COMPOSITION OF STATE AGENCY--
CHIEF ADMINISTRATORS' VIEWS

(N=70)

71

Number Pernent

STRUCTURE
Separate agency
Advisory agency
Staff unit (subagency)

72.4
2C.0
7.1

COMPOSITION of a separate board:
a. All lay, no local board members

All lay, some local board members
Combination of lay and professional
All lay, all local board (write in)

100.0

4.2
51.6
87.1
7.1

100.0
b. Representation on a separate board from other segments and

State Department of Education:
Yes
No
No opinion
Blank-

25.7
60.0
8.6
5.7

100.0

TABLE III
ATTITUDES OF TRUSTEE' TOWARD STATEWIDE COORDINATION *

Attitudes reported Percentages favoring

Continue under the State Board of Education and Department ofEducation as at present

Continue under the State Board of Education with a reorganisation
of the Department of Educr.tion which would bring together alldepartment services for junior colleges within one administrativeagency

Continue under the State Board of Education with a special advi-
sory board for junior colleges and the present organisation of the

18.15

35.44

Department of Education
8.79

Continue under the State Board of Education with a special advi-sory board for junior colleges and a reorganization of the De-
partment of Education which would bring together all department
services for junior colleges within one administrative agency

Establish a new separate State Board for Junior Colleges with anappropriate professional and clerical staff to serve individual dis-tricts

22.86

17.31
Other

2.95

C. 11.
"Selected

fkicial'Emmie an"ttitudinsl Characteristics WO& Chart bued on slightli afer
College', unpublished doctoral disertation, MC., Berkeley, we 1 PP.

of puttees of California's Public Janice
percent response from ample N of 354.

seremaPpromma+MILMINANII0e..
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TABU IV

SERVICES NEEDED FROM A STATE LEVEL AGENCY
JUNIOR COLLEGE STAFF VIEWS

(N=1285)

To what extent do you consider it desirable that
a statewide agency render services such as
the following to local junior colleges? Desirable

Un-
desirable

No opinion
or blank

a. Reporting to the field on junior college
problems, practices, and findings from
research No. :.,203 31 51

Pd. 93.6 2.4 3.9
b. Conducting research on junior college prob-

lems. No. 1,182 48 55
Pd. 91.9 3.7 4.2

o. Assisting the junior colleges and the appro.
priate associations in formulating and pass-
ing legislation pertaining to junior colleges._ No. 1,171 56 58

Pd. 91.0 4.3 4.4
d. Assisting in applying for grants from govern-

ment agencies and foundations No. 1,120 85 80
Pd. 87.1 6.6 6.1

e. Consulting on matters pertaining to faelli.
ties and plant construction No. 1,018 179 88

Pd. 79.2 13.9 6.7
f. Consulting on curricular and instructional

matters No. 902 292 91

i . Pd. 70.1 22.7 7.0
g. Advising on local fiscal matters . No. 774 322 189

' Pd. 60.1 25.0 14.6
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TABLE V

SERVICES NEEDED FROM A STATE LEVEL AGENCY-

CHIEF ADMINISTRATORWVIEWS
(N=70)

73

What, if any, services should any
state level agency provide? Yes

No opinion
or blank

1. Initiate and conduct research on and long
range planning for:
a. Educational media (e.g., TV) No. 60 7 3

Pct. 85.7 10.0 4.2

b. Facility design
No. 47 20 3

Pct. 67.1 28.5 4.2

c. Curricular innovation
No. 56 13 1

Pct. 80.0 18.5 1.4

d. Faculty recruitment
No. .42 23 5
Pct. 60.0 32.8 7.1

e. Student characteristics
No. 53 12 5

Pct. 75.7 17.1 7.1

f. Administrative structure
No. 41 26 3
Pet. 58.5 37.1 4.2

g. Plant utilization
No. 58 8 4
Pd. 82.8 11.4 5.6

2. Coordinating machinery:
a. Provide a major channel for articulation_ No. 70 0 0

Pet. 100.0 0 o

b. Approve academic calendar No. 14 60 6

a. Become the general reporting agency for

junior colleges_

Pet. 20.0

No. 67

71.4

2

8.4

1

d. Become an information center on prob-
lems and practices

Pct. 95.7

No. 67

2.8

-2

1.4

1

e. Become the general spokesman for the
Pct. 95.7 I 2.8 1.4

California Junior Colleges No. 58 9 3

Pd. 82.8
I

12.8 4.2
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TAILI 'El

VIEWS ON NEEDED SERVICES COMPARED WITH ATTITUDES
TOWARD SEPARATE BOARD-CHIEF ADMINISTRATORS

Group 7-favors-separate, state-board .

Group 2-favors State Board of Education

Group 1 (N 51) Group 2 (N N 19)

Yes No I 0/Bt Yea I No

SERVICES
1. Initiate and conduct research on

and long range planning for:
a. Educational media (e.g., TV)... - No. 45 5 1 15 2 '2

Pd. 88.2 9.8 1.9 78.9f 10.5 10.5

b. Facility design No. 38 12 1 9 8 2
Pd. 74.5 23.5 1.9 47.3 42.1. 10.5

a Curricular innovation No. 43 7 1 13 6 0
Pd. 84.3 13.7 1.9 68.4 31.5 0

d. Faculty recruitment No. 32 16 3 10 7 2
Pd. 62.7 31.3. 5.8 52.6 36.8 10.5

a Student characteristics No. 40 7 4 13 5 1
Pd. 78.4 13.7 7.8 68.4 26.3 5.2

f. Administrative atm:Aura* No. 34 14 3 7 12 0
Pd. 66.6 27.4 5.8 36.8 63.1 0

g. Plant utilisation No. 42 5 4 16 3 0
Pd. 82.3 9.8 7.8 84.2 15.7 0

2. Coordinating machinery:
a. Provide a major channel for arti- No. 51 0. 0 19 0. 0

culation Pet. 100.0 0 0 100.0 0 0

b. Approve academic calendar No. 12 35 4 2 15 2
Pd. 23.5 68.6 7.8 10.5 78.9 10.5

o. Become the general reporting No. 50 1 0 17 1 1

agency for junior colleges Pd. 98.0 1.9 0 89.4 5.2 5.2

d. Become an information center No. 48 2 1 19 0 0
on problems and practices Pd. 94.1 3.9 1.9 100.0 0 0

e. Become the general spokesman No. 47 1 8 11 8 0
for the California Junior Colleges* Pd. 92.1 1.9 5.8 57.8 42.1 0

r Note significant differences.
Rt No opinion, or blank.

4,4
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TABU- VII

POWERS THAT SHOULD BE VESTED IN A STATE LEVEL AGENCY-,
JUNIOR COLLEGE STAFF VIEWS

(N= /285)

5

.

Desirable
Un-

desirable

I

No opinion
or blank

To what extent, if at all, is it desirable that
some statewide agency have the responsibility
for:

a. Effecting liaison between junior colleges No. 1,124 108 53

and other segments of education Pd. 87.4 8.4 4.0

b. Determining minimum qualifications for No. 936 298 51

faculty xild administratora Pd. 72.8 23.1 3.9

a. Setting standards for graduation No. 767 448 70
Pd. 59.5 34.8 5.4

d. Serving as an official spokesman for junior No. 665 495 125

colleges as a whole Pd. 51.6 38.5 9.7

a. Setting standards for student personnel No. 525 613 147

services Pct. 40.8 47.7 11.3

f. Setting probation and retention standards No. 490 691 104

for junior college students Pd. 38.0 53.7 8.0

g. Approving curricula in local colleges No. 26S 969 48
Pd. 20.8 75.4 3.7

h. Approving the academic calendar No. 266 900 119

i. Approving courses of study in local colleges

Pd.- ,

No.

20.6

224

70.0

999

9.1

62
Pd. 17.4 77.7 4.8

j. Approving appointments of chief adminis- No. 178 1,026 81

trators in local colleges Pct. 13.8 79.8 6.2

k. Approving textbooks and teaching mate- No. 65 1,182 38

dale Pd. 5.0 91.9 2.8
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APPENDIX D

UNIVERSITY OF CAISFORNIA,

Teaching staff

Research
Year . Total Junior Senior staff Enrollment

.

1965-66 7,428 8,831 4,097 4,148 78,048
1964-65 6,689 3,146 3,523 8,800 70,008
1963-64 6,056 2,816 3,240 8,468 63,288
1962-63 5,697 .2,543 8,054 3,005 57,261

&OrOE Univanity of California.

prima he GALIVOINIA OMPIGI Or SIM MUNISING
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